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Rating System

Grade Level

To quickly convey the overall quality of a
book, a rating appears in boldface type after
the bibliographical information.

Considerations:
• The intended reader's approximate grade
level appears immediately after the rating.

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special
recognition .

• When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of
readers, no upper limit is indicated.

A

Excellence. Books that receive a rating
of A will add strength to a library and
should find wide acceptance among
young readers.

• Many books, including picture books, find
a favorable reader response far beyond
the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of subject, or format.

B

Recommended for libraries that need
additional books in a specific subject
area. Generally books with a rating of
B are dependable, if not outstanding.

C

NR

Will have appeal for some readers
despite significant shortcomings.
Should be purchased only after careful
consideration.
Not recommended.

Book Classification

Book classification follows the grade level.
Books are given a two-letter code, indicating
the genre of the particular book.

FI

Fiction

BI

Biography

PB

Picture book

PT

Poetry

NF

Nonfiction

Children's Book and Play Review (CBPR) is published five times annually, once every two

months from September through June, by Brigham Young University's Department of Teacher
Education, Department of Theatre and Media Arts, and Harold B. Lee Library. Statements and
opinions of CBPR are the responsibilities of the authors and reviewers and do not necessarily
reflect views, constitute endorsement, or set policy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints or Brigham Young University.
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Classic Picture Books Chosen by the New York Public Library
by Nancy Livingston
Associate Professor Emeritus
and Lillian H. Heil
Professor Emeritus
Brigham Young University
There are some works ofliterature and art that
everyone should be familiar with. What about the
combination of the two-picture books? The
Office of Children's Services of the New York
City Public Library has published a list of one
hundred quality picture books that are too good to
miss. The list includes books that focus on
rhythm, with lyrics that invite children to chant
along; folk tales and myths that teach life's
important lessons; family chronicles;
anthropomorphic tales, in which animals act like
humans; concept books on numbers and colors;
and visual feasts of form, shape, and color. The
list also includes Caldecott Medal winners
(judged to be the outstanding picture book in a
given year) and artists who are less well known.
Favorite authors whose popularity demands
sequels are on the list. Many old books on the list
have stood the test of time. Some books on the list
have been published within the past decade. But
all of them are loved by the children and adults
who read them.
The New York Public Library's web site for
children, On-Lion for Kids, provides access to the
list,titled "100 Picture Books Every Child Should
Know." The URL for the list is
www.nypl.orglbranchJkids/gloria.html. These
classics should be introduced to prereaders and
new readers, and reintroduced to middle-grade
children as a way to expand their literary and
artistic knowledge and appreciation. Young
children may intuitively appreciate color, line,
word, and rhyme, while older children may be
taught how text and illustrations combine to make
both better. Older children can also learn about
the lives of authors and illustrators through
biographies, web sites, telephone interviews, and
authorlillustrator school visits.
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We have chosen selected titles from "100
Picture Books Every Child Should Know,"
arranged the books into six categories, and
provided a few suggestions on how to use these
books at home, in the classroom, or at the library.
Rhymes
Developmentally speaking, rhythmic books,
such as Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, The Wheels
on the Bus, I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed
a Fly, Jamberry, Lyle Lyle the Crocodile, Over in
the Meadow, Pierre, Brown Bear, Brown Bear,
and The Random House Book of Mother Goose
are useful resources for teaching and learning
language. Like all poetry, these books demand to
be read aloud. Toddlers and preschool children
particularly enjoy repeating refrains as books are
read and reread to them. After sharing Jamberry
with children, tantalize their taste buds with a
berry-tasting activity and encourage creative
movement with a berry dance.
Folk tales
Folk tales are not only excellent resources for
teaching listening skills, storytelling, and creative
writing, but are also useful tools for introducing
and sharing cultures. Tales from many lands, such
as Abuela (Mexico), Why Mosquitoes Buzz in
People's Ears (West Africa), Two of Everything
(China), John Henry (United States), Mufaro
(Africa), The Bossy Gallito (Cuba), It Could
Always be Worse (yiddish), Mushroom in the
Rain (Russia) and The Three Billy Goats Gruff
(Scandinavia), share universal values with young
audiences and can be reintroduced to middle
grades in multicultural studies. (For copies of an
article about the author/illustrator Lily Toy Hong,
who wrote Two ofEverything, and her reaction to
being included in the New York Public Library's
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list, write to Marsha Broadway, Editor, Children's
Book and Play Review, Harold B. Lee Library,
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 846026887, Attention: Lillian Heil.)
Because their storylines are familiar to many
young readers, folk tales are useful to secondlanguage learners. For example, The Bossy
Gallito, The Three Little Pigs, Leo the Late
Bloomer, and Ten, Nine, Eight have been
translated into Spanish. With both English and
Spanish versions available, young students can
hone their comprehension and translation skills.
Family Chronicles
The family chronicles listed in "100 Picture
Books Every Child Should Know" include
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good
Very Bad Day; A Chair for my Mother; Leo the
Late Bloomer; and Blueberries for Sal. Any of
these titles could be used to introduce creative
writing, with students writing a story based on
their own families. Alexander and the Terrible,
Horrible, No Good Very Bad Day is the perfect
preface to encourage a first, second, or third grade
class to write about their own worst day or for
families and teachers to discuss everyday coping
skills.
After reading A Chair for My Mother, you
might help the class decide to do or make
something for the comfort of an older person in
the community, and have a project to raise money
for that purpose. The person could be invited to
the class to have the gift presented.
Family stories often contain considerable
dialog and lend themselves to readers' theatre
adaptations. Readers' theatre promotes fluency
and expression in reading, and is great fun. Some
readers' theatre scripts are available through the
editorial office of CBPR. Contact Marsha D.
Broadway, Editor, Children's Book and Play
Review, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young
University, Provo, UT 84602-6887, Attention:
Lillian Heil-Scripts.
Anthropomorphic Tales
Readers are delighted by anthropomorphic
tales. Animals take on human roles in such books
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as Corduroy, Harry the Dirty Dog, Bread and
Jam for Frances, Doctor DeSoto, Sylvester, and
Swimmy. Activities with Corduroy might include
a project to repair broken toys. This project would
especially lend itself to a family activity. Parents
could work with children to make the old toys
look like new, and then donate them to a homeless
shelter. Parents and teachers might use the
situation in the book to teach children what to do
if they become separated from family or class in
a public place.
Dr. DeSoto offers readers an opportunity to
compare human teeth with animal teeth,
specifically fox teeth, which playa large role in
the tale of the mouse dentist and his greedy fox
patient. Parents could use the humorous Dr.
DeSoto with youngsters who have some
trepidation about a dentist visit.
With Swimmy, a simple aquarium can be
constructed from two paper plates. Replace the
center of the top plate with clear plastic wrap or
Mylar, and draw the undersea life on the bottom
plate. When stapled together, a child's view of
Swimmy's world is there for all to enjoy.
Concept Books
Concept books such as Over in the Meadow
make counting fun. Little Blue and Little Yellow,
Mouse Paint, and Is it Red, Is it Yellow? offer an
opportunity to explore the science of color. If
adults are willing to deal with spills, young people
could be given water colored with food coloring
to mix. Or, for a less messy approach children
could layer sheets of colored plastic. Cut old
plastic report covers in red, yellow, and blue into
3" x 5" pieces, and give each child a set to mix
their own colors.
The use of colors and shapes in Freight Train
and Round Trip to create a visual feast for readers.
Children in primary and intermediate grades could
study Eric Carle's collages, then cut out geometric
shapes, and arrange them color on color, shape on
shape, until objects, people, and animals come to
life.

6
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Caldecott Medal Winners
Caldecott Medal Winners have included Make
Way for Ducklings (1942), Sylvester (1970), Why
Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears (1976), The
Polar Express (1986), Grandfather's Journey
(1994), and Rapunzel (J998). Children in middle
and upper grades could focus on their styles and
compare them to each other. Try comparing the
Picasso-like line drawings of Glen Rounds in I
Know An Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly to the
more realistic style of Steptoe in Mufaro's
Beautiful Daughters. Or the changes in Steptoe's
style could be traced from his earliest books to
Mufaro, the last book published before his death.
Children can learn how artists use diagonal lines,
shapes, and bright colors to show excitement or
calm and peace. Informational books could be
used as an extension to books like Make Way for
Ducklings. For example, Scholastic has a book
called How Ducklings Grow by Diane Molleson
published in 1993 (ISBN 0-590-45201-0), and
Sybille Kalas has done a related book entitled The
Goose Family Book (1986, Picture Book Studio
USA, ISBN 0-88708-019-7).

For a further extension activity, look at the
sequels of well-done children's books. Corduroy
is followed by A Pocketfor Corduroy. Numeroff s
If You Give A Mouse A Cookie was followed by
the amusing If You Give a Moose a Muffin and If
You Give a Pig a Pancake. Don't forget the many
books about authors and illustrators such as
Margaret Wise Brown Awakened by the Moon (by
Leonard S. Maraus, 1999 now in paperback,
William Morrow ISBN 0-688-17188-5) or
Talking with Artists, edited by Pat Cummings
(1992, Bradbury Press, Macmillan Publishing
Company, ISBN 0-02-724245-5). Cummings'
book features thirteen artists, including Leo and
Diane Dillon and David Wiesner, whose books
are on the New York Public Library's list of one
hundred.
Make lists as a class or as individuals. Create
other activities for the books. Encourage children
to devise ways to invite readers to enjoy these
timeless classics as you celebrate good picture
books and the people who created them.
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Samuel Can't Read:
A Call for the Arts in Education
By Tracy Twitchell
Graduate Student in Theater for Young Audiences
Brigham Young University

I felt lightheaded and my palms were damp
when I faced my fifth-grade class for the first time
in the fall of 1998. As I carefully scanned the
twenty-six young faces before me, I saw in their
eyes boredom, anger, apathy, and fear. Of the 26
students, half qualified for Title One assistance in
math, or reading, or both. Five students were
diagnosed with ADHD, and four were on
independent educational programs (IEP). I had my
work cut out for me. Although all these students
have their own story, it is the story of Samuel I
wish to share.
Samuel easily stood out from the rest of his
classmates. His appearance was rumpled and
dirty, and his most striking feature was his heavily
lidded eyes. I knew, from reading through the
sheaf of papers given me before school started,
that Sam was an IEP student. A victim of fetal
alcohol syndrome, he currently lived with his
father and two brothers. Sam's performance in
math was fairly close to grade level, but he read
on a lower- first-grade level. This affected his
abilities across the curriculum. For the past four
years his achievement had been low, and it
appeared he felt no compulsion to change the
situation. Sam was withdrawn and unresponsive
during classroom activities. He found no personal
value in what was being taught and continually
asked ifhe could "go home now." When Sam was
recognized or singled out in class, he would
always drop his head and thoughtfully rub a
shaking hand back and forth across his forehead.
I tried many of the traditional methods for
teaching Sam, but I was largely unsuccessful until
I introduced the notion of doing a reader's theatre
production on the Civil War. Immediately, the
class embraced the idea with a great deal of
enthusiasm--except for Sam. I found an
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opportunity to speak privately with Sam, and we
agreed that he would participate if an aide and I
agreed to help him practice the part in advance so
that he could read it fluently during the
performance.
The class worked hard to prepare the four
scenes, each representing a year of the war. They
were patient and supportive of each other, and
they added personal touches to their characters
without prompting on my part. Sam became
caught up in the experience and quickly moved
along in the energetic, creative atmosphere the
project generated in the classroom. The day
finally came when the neighboring fifth-grade
class came in to watch our performance-which,
thankfully, progressed without flaw. Toward the
end of the program I surreptitiously passed the
other teacher a note asking if she could identify
my "low readers." Her reply was to underline the
words and place several large question marks
after. I was elated-and so was Sam. Encouraged
by his success, Sam started taking risks that
helped him move forward. He began to participate
in class discussions and activities. He
demonstrated a growing intellectual capacity and
a willingness to accept some portion of
responsibility for his education. He began to care.
During Read Across America week, Sam actually
read a Dr. Suess book to the entire class. I had
found the key to Sam's potential, and it was
drama.
Since early in this century, advocates have
been extolling the advantages of using drama in
the elementary classroom; however, few schools
consistently use this important instructional tool.
Since the pioneering work of Winifred Ward in
the 1930s, the concept of drama as a teaching
method has steadily gained acceptance. Unlike
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learning experiences with specific right or wrong
answers, drama allows for mUltiple outcomes.
Sam failed the standardized test designed to
measure his retention of the important facts and
dates associated with the Civil War; but his
successful participation in the reader's theatre
increased his self-confidence and helped to
provide the impetus for further growth in other
areas as well. Drama is a way to give form to
otherwise unavailable kinds of knowledge and
experience because the whole field of human
experience comes within its scope.
In the classroom, there is an increasing
evidence to indicate a higher degree of
motivation in children who are guided to
explore, develop, and express their ideas with
others. The classroom teacher can use ...
drama ... to help children learn to cooperate,
confront problems, make decisions, gain
confidence, and evaluate the outcomes of
their actions. Further, creative drama may be
used by the teachers as an aid in the
presentation of curricular material.
Drama, as with the other arts, can help children
learn by giving them the first step: the desire to
learn.
Our national standard is to educate every
child; we do not discriminate against race,
religion, or mental or physical ability. This is not
always the case in other countries. There are, of
course, various reasons for inequality in other
educational systems, but the fact remains that only
those physically and mentally capable of "making
the grade" are given the benefit of an education.
Our standard for equity in education creates a
unique set of circumstances in our classrooms.
Because we undertake the responsibility of
educating every child, we as teachers face a wide
range of abilities in our classrooms each day, as
illustrated above. Historically, those who could
not function within a certain norm of their grade
level were segregated and placed in "special
education" classes. This is no longer the case. The
recent trend has been to "mainstream" these
children back into the regular classroom. This
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policy answers the need for these children to
interact with their peers and receive a more
enriched curricular experience. Their presence
also helps to teach the entire class tolerance and
the skills necessary to work with individuals
perceived as different. Their attendance in the
classroom, however, also creates unique
challenges.
Without question, these children place
additional demands on our skills and resources as
teachers. Each child is unique. Children all have
the right to learn, but not all children learn the
same things, the same way, or at the same time.
The challenge lies in helping this diverse group of
individuals cooperate and learn together. An even
greater challenge lies in developing the full
potential of each individual child.
We have been handed a monumental task. We
must meet the needs of each Sam in our classroom
while continuing to provide intellectual and
socially enriching experiences for every other
student as well. If we add to this the American
public's anxiety over students' tested performance
in the areas of math, reading, social studies, and
science, then the cry for educational reform
becomes more strident from both inside and
outside the classroom. In this rapidly changing
age of technology and information, where
knowledge, understanding, and application are
vital to an individual's success, we can no longer
rely solely on antiquated methods of instruction.
We must meet the need to educate in a complex
setting for a much more complex world. It is vital
that we have access to as many tools as possible
to succeed at this seemingly impossible task. The
arts can act as the additional tools necessary to
help meet this challenge.
The early 1960s witnessed a huge increase of
the arts and drama in schools. Initial training
courses and specialist departments began to thrive
in the popular climate of "progressive" and
"liberal" education. However, the educational
climate changed, and in the early 1970s the
political agenda was to cut costs and make
schools accountable for student performance. In
the ensuing years, drama and the arts were
eschewed as "frill" subjects, and rigorous
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vocational training was emphasized. Hence, many
teachers educated during this period who are
currently instructing in our schools were not
trained to use the arts in their classrooms.
As the educational paradigm shifts once
again, educators are recognizing the importance of
the arts in education. The Council for Basic
Education supports the belief that the arts, along
with math, reading, writing, science, literature,
history, geography, government, and foreign
language, are basic because they generate all other
learning. Ernest L. Boyer, president of the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching has stated: "During the past quarter
century, literally thousands of school-based
programs have demonstrated beyond question that
the arts can not only bring coherence to our
fragmented academic work, but through the arts,
students' performance in other academic
disciplines can be enhanced." Furthermore, a
report issued in October 1999-"Champions of
Change: The Impact of the Arts on
Learning"-offers clear evidence of how the arts
can improve academic performance, energize
teachers, and transform learning environments.
The report was developed by the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation with the
support of the GE Fund, the Arts Education
Partnership, and the President's Committee on the
Arts and Humanities. The report found that
students with high levels of arts participation
outperform "arts-poor" students on virtually every
measure. It also found that learning through the
arts has significant effects on learning in other
domains and enables educators to reach students
in effective ways.
In this new age of "arts enlightenment,"
advocates have been given an opportunity to
reestablish the arts as a vital ingredient in our
educational curriculum. Our question then
becomes, With so much at stake and so much to
gain, how can we effectively implement the arts in
our classroom instruction? For the past decade,
research has been conducted and reports
published at the national level that extoll the
positive impact of arts in education. Why, then, do
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we not embrace the arts as an integral part of our
educational curriculum?
Ramon Cortines, executive director of the
Pew Network for Standard-Based Reform at
Stanford University, offers an answer to this
puzzling question: "There are legions of people
who do not see the arts as either intrinsically
valuable or even useful in acquiring 'real-world'
skills or achieving success in the 'other basics.'
Therefore, making the case for the arts to
important constituencies involved in school
reform-parents, business, civic leaders, and
other educators, is crucial." In other words, we
who are converted must cease our preaching to
the choir and begin a grassroots movement to
propel the arts into the center of our educational
curriculum. Why should we care about the arts?
Decades of research have shown that an arts
education contributes significantly to improved
critical thinking, problem posing, problem
solving, and decision making. As with language
and mathematics, the crux of an arts education
involves the communication, manipulation,
interpretation, and understanding of complex
symbols. Developing fluency in artIstIc
expression and understanding fosters higher-order
thinking skills of analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. The arts are multimodal, addressing
the mUltiple intelligences of students. The arts
develop a person's imagination and judgment,
character and values, confidence and empathy,
respect and tolerance.
The research confirms what we have known
intuitively: The arts teach all of us innovation,
novelty, and creativity. We learn to be wondrous.
We know, of course, that arts education is not the
magic pill that will simultaneously reform schools
and boost student achievement. However, now
more than ever before, our children need a broadbased general education that equips them not only
intellectually but also emotionally and socially to
meet the increasing perplexities and demands of
life. The arts have an inestimable role to play, not
as an appendage but rather as the center of the
curriculum.
Arts instruction can be found in schools
throughout the United States, but these programs
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often reach only segments of the student
population. What can concerned leaders,
educators, and essential support staff such as
librarians do to support arts education in our own
schools and encourage its implementation at a
district-wide level? Cortines shares five possible
steps for consideration: (1.) join the board of the
local arts council; (2.) consider arts background
and cultural interests when hiring your next
educator, whether you are looking for a music
teacher, a math teacher, or a principal; (3.) reach
out to the local university or college to establish
or strengthen a partnership that will enhance your
arts education; (4.) invite local arts groups to give
performances or demonstrations at your schools;
(5.) call a community forum on the arts to discuss
recent research on the arts and learning. While
there is no sure-fire formula for success, the many
ways we can incorporate the arts into schooling
makes it easy for every educator to promote the
arts and, in so doing, promote high-quality
education throughout our school systems.
In conclusion, let us once again return to Sam.
Children who are "checked-out" and considered
classroom failures are often so labeled because
traditional classroom practices do not engage
them. Success in and through the arts can become
a bridge to learning and eventual success in other
curricular areas as well. Sam taught me that the
arts need to become curriculum partners with
other subjects in ways that will allow them to
enhance the learning process as a whole. We must
make the arts a basic part of any program of
education. They are crucial to any program of
reform.
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Book Reviews

Arnold, Caroline. EI Nino: Stormy Weather for
People and Wildlife. Clarion, 1998. ISBN 039-577602-3. $16.00.48 pp.
A 3-5 NF

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

El Nifio is a weather pattern responsible for
much of the violent weather in the world. This
book defines El Nifio and La Nifia, gives their
histories, tells how these phenomena affect
different parts of the world, explains what triggers
them, and much more.
This very straightforward, readable book is
filled with great information and wonderful
photographs and charts. A glossary defines words
associated with El Nifio. Any elementary, middle
school, or home library would be wise to include
this book in its collection.

••••
Avi. Midnight Magic. Scholastic, 1999. ISBN 059-036035-3. $15.95.249 pp.
A 3-6 FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

One stormy night, Fabrizio, the obtrusive but
loyal servant of Mangus, the ex-magician, can't
resist drawing the tarot cards to see the future.
When the card of death comes up, he knows there
is trouble ahead. Within minutes, the king's
cortege arrives to escort Mangus to the palace;
Fabrizio insists on going along to assist. The king
expects Mangus to use his outlawed powers to rid
his daughter of a ghost. Unfortunately, Mangus
doesn't believe in ghosts or magic. Threats of
death and promises of rewards are offered by
several in the court as the tale is spun. In
somewhat of a surprise ending, a wrong is righted
and evil is put in its place.
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Although the story is somewhat confusing
and deals with complex characters, the book
offers an intriguing medieval tale of magic.
Complete with spiral staircases, hidden passages,
secret doorways, and characters who are not what
they seem, this book is absorbing.

••••
Billingsley, Franny. The Folk Keeper.
Antheneum, 1999. ISBN 0-689-82876-4.
$16.00. 162 pp.
B 5-7 FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

A young orphan girl disguises herself as a boy
and creates for herself a reputation as a "folk
keeper"--one who keeps the supernatural powers
of evil-doers at bay. The mystery of who she is
and what powers she truly has unfolds .
This book keeps the reader guessing. I was
perplexed through most of the first chapters. The
Folk are of an indeterminate type, though they
clearly pose a threat-souring milk, rotting the
crops, and committing other acts of mischief.
Later, we learn that there are a number of
"breeds" of these nonhumans that coexist with us
and cause mischief and damage. Of what breed is
the protagonist?
The setting is well drawn and there is ample
use of dramatic elements, but I did not find the
story to be engaging, and the poor character
development left me not caring much about the
outcome.

••••
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Bridges, Ruby. Through My Eyes. Scholastic,
1999. ISBN 0-590-18923-9. $16.95. 61 pp.

* 2-6 BI

Reviewed by Carla Morris

The tender, heart-breaking story of Ruby
Bridges is chronicled in this picture biography.
Black, white, and sepia-toned photos begin with
a picture of Ruby ' s mother working as a cottonpicking sharecropper. The reader learns that
Ruby's mother carried ninety pounds of cotton on
her back the day Ruby was born. She wanted "a
better life for Ruby." The book ends with a
grownup Ruby at a book signing.
Lots of sidebars, with quotes from various
well-known individuals, provide a balanced view
of this incident in American history.

© 1999 UPI/Corbis-Bettman

••••

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

Brumbeau, Jeff. The Quilt Maker 's Gift.
Illustrated by Gail de Marcken. PfeiferHamilton, 2000. ISBN 1-57025-199-1.
$17.95. Not paginated.
A All PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

By day the magic old quilt maker makes
wonderful quilts-"blues seemed to come from
the deepest part of the ocean, the whites from the
northernmost snows, the greens and purples from
the abundant wildflowers, the reds, oranges, and
pinks from the most wonderful sunsets." By night,
she delivers them to the poor and homeless. The
rich come to her door with pockets full of gold,
but she turns them away; she never sells her
quilts, she only gives them away. One day, a sad,
rich, greedy king finds out that he has never been
given one of her quilts, so he takes a thousand
soldiers to demand one. When she refuses, he
chains her up in a bear's cave to be breakfast for
the bear, but "although the king was very good at
being greedy, he was very bad at being mean." So
he wakes his soldiers, and in their pajamas they
rush off to rescue her, only to find that she has
befriended the bear. Again the king imprisons the
quilt maker, this time on a tiny island. Again, she
escapes by befriending a sparrow and his friends.
Finally, the king realizes he must give
something away in order to be less greedy. He
searches his castle for the one thing he can bear to
part with-a tiny marble. Once he gives that one
tiny object away, he is unable to stop giving until
everyone in the village has something. He begins
to search the world for people who need his gifts.
This is a quilt maker's dream. Thousands (it
seems) of illustrations of quilted blocks add to a
warm story that only gets better. A great collage
of the king giving gifts all over the world and the
quilt the old woman makes for the king is
unbelievable. It contains pictures of everything
the King has given away. As if the book weren't
enough by itself, www.OuiltmakersGift.com
offers games, puzzles, stories, quilt blocks, lore,
contests and prizes, and even conversations with
the author and illustrator.
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Burnett, Frances Hodgson. The Secret Garden
(Limited Edition for Teachers). Aladdin
Classics, 1999. ISBN 0-689-01076-l. No
charge. 386 pp.
A 5+ FI

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

Frances Hodgson Burnett's Secret Garden is
probably familiar to most readers of children's
literature, though how many have actually read
the book (as opposed to having seen one of the
movie or television versions) might be an
interesting question to consider. I, for one, had not
read the book before receiving a free teacher's
edition of Aladdin's republication of the work.
After having been thoroughly turned off by the
saccharine content of versions I had seen, I must
admit to being pleasantly surprised by Burnett's
own writing, which is sophisticated, interesting,
and not overly sentimental.
This edition contains a perceptive essay by
Newbery Award winner E. L. Konigsburg, who
gets right to the point: "What is wrong with these
people?"-a question that perhaps has occured to
more than one reader. Konigsburg points out that
Mary Lennox and her cousin Colin Craven are
surrounded by people seemingly devoid ofhurnan
feeling, at least the compassion needed by
developing children. How Mary and Colin
overcome this by changing themselves, coming
alive as the garden comes alive with the passing
of the seasons, is part of the fascination of the
story.
The book is supplemented with a four-page
section containing discussion questions and
classroom activities related to the themes of the
book to help. The cover is illustrated with an 1865
Lewis Carroll photograph of Mary Ellis-a
perfect double for Mary Lennox-in a wild
garden. The full text, as noted on the title page
verso, is available electronically through Project
Gutenberg at www.promo.netipg For this
complimentary "Limited Edition for Teachers,"
write directly to the publisher.

••••
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss5/12

Carle, Eric. The Very Clumsy Click Beetle.
Illustrated by Eric Carle. Philomel, 1998.
ISBN 0-399-2320 I-X. $21.99. Not paginated.

* Pre-l PB

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

With Carle's customary panache, another
creature from the bright animal world he creates
becomes a children's classic. The click beetle is
real-and really clumsy (a little natural history
never hurt anyone). The story deals with his
simple day as he climbs, rummages, and crawls,
all without learning his essential protective talent,
in spite of the amiable cheering section provided
by all the passing animals.
When prompted by imminent danger, the
click beetle finally learns how to make the click
and flip work together to help him land on his
feet, in the nick of time. In the process, he learns
that perseverance is the key (natural history is,
after all, where those good old sayings come
from).
Imbedded in the back cover of the book is an
electronic chip with a built-in battery that creates
intennittent chirps and clicks as the pages are
turned, but the review copy's perfonnance was
not reliable. Fortunately, the sound effects do not
distract substantially from the inimitable
illustrations and cheerful message of Carle's
book.

••••
Carle, Eric. The Very Lonely Firefly (Board
Book). Illustrated by Eric Carle. Philomel,
1999. ISBN 0-399-23427-6. $10.99. Not
paginated.
A Pre-K PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

This fourth book in the series that began with
The Very Hungry Caterpillar opens with Carle's
familiar red, yellow, and orange painted sun;
unlike other Carle board books, this sun appears
at the beginning rather than the end. The sun is
setting, providing the perfect setting for a firefly.
Throughout the book, the lonely firefly follows
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light bulbs, a candle, a flashlight, a lantern, an
owl's eyes, headlights, and fireworks as he looks
for other fireflies. On the final page, the firefly is
greeted by a group offellow fireflies. Eight of the
fireflies' tails actually flash on and off when the
page is opened.
Young children are intrigued with this book,
especially the last page, especially if the story is
shared at bedtime with the lights dimmed. The
artwork is the familiar Carle style. Although the
text is not outstanding, the last page is a hit with
young readers, and parents will appreciate the fact
that the batteries are easily replaced through the
back cover.

••••
Christopher, Matt. Mountain Bike Mania. Little,
Brown, 1998. ISBN 0-316-14355-3. $15.95.
148 pp.
B 4-7 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Twe1ve-year-01d Will has been feeling a little
displaced since his mother started working, and he
started a new school. He finds the afternoons after
school long and lonely. His parents try to get him
involved in after-school sports to get him away
from TV and snacking, but Will can't make the
team. When he becomes interested in mountain
biking and joins a biking club at school, he [mally
finds a comfortable niche. It takes him only a
short time to realize which kids will really be his
good friends in this new adventure.
While this book is not outstanding, it is
entertaining reading for the late elementary and
early middle school reader.

••••

Conrad, Pam. Blue Willow. Illustrated by S.
Saelig Gallagher. Philomel, 1999. ISBN 0399-22904-3. $16.99. Not paginated.
A- 2-5 PB

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

The traditional blue willow plate celebrated
for years in Chinese folklore is once more put to
use in this tale of a rich, doting father with one
perfect daughter who loves in the wrong place.
Kung Shi Fair and Chang the Good fall in
love at first accidental sight, and the world seems
to rejoice. But when Kung Shi's father observes
their love, he cannot accept the humble Chang as
a suitor. Kung Shi's father tries to distract Kung
Shi with rules; but finally, unable to deny her
request for what she wants most in the world, he
insists she postpone her marriage until the geese
fly, imposes other unreasonable conditions,
making their marriage seem impossible.
Desperate, one day Kung Shi rides a fragile bark
boat into the river and drowns. Chang finds the
ring he has given her, and on the bridge screams
his grief. Thinking he is the escaped leopard they
have been hunting, local villagers kill him.
Kung Shi's desolate father, left with only
grief, sees his last unreasonable condition fulfilled
when an extraordinary rainbow appears over
Kung Shi's small stone bridge, and two swallows
meet above the willow tree with a kiss. He
commissions a beautiful plate to show the story of
Kung Shi and Chang, to remind parents that their
children's hearts are the most important things.
And the blue willow plate is born.
Gallagher's illustrations are not as romantic
as those sported by some recent fairy tales, but the
intensity of the light, the varied textures, and the
human expressions ofthe people involved present
a thoroughly satisfying enhancement to the tale .
Interest levels won't flag with the fair amount of
text in the story.

••••

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999
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Cross, Gillian. Tightrope. Holiday House, 1999.
ISBN 0-823-41512-0. $17.00. 208 pp.
B 6+ FI

Reviewed by Tom Wright

Another in a long list of Cross's mystery
thrillers, this popular writer falls a bit short in
Tightrope (pun possibly intended). She presents a
study in deception (both ill-intended and
innocent), real and false identities, manipulation,
and genuine affection. Her ambitious effort left
this reader a bit incredulous as Cross attempts to
weave the various webs together in resolution.
Ashley is a young teenager who has
developed a split personality. Shy and solicitous
of her invalid mother during the day, she
transforms into a daredevil who will scale any
building in search of clean walls to tag with her
signature graffiti. This latter activity catches the
eye of the local gang leader, who draws Ashley
into his confidence. He finds help for her mother
and is quick to volunteer his efforts in tracking
down a stalker who has suddenly started to leave
threatening notes and grotesque articles at
Ashley's house. All is not as it seems, though, and
as the pace quickens, Ashley finds it harder to
conceal her nocturnal activities and regrets not
confiding in her mother. There are twists and
turns and a high-wire climax which, I am sure,
will appeal to Cross's fans. It's a page-turner but
perhaps suffers from a few too many perspectives
in the plot.

••••
Couloumbis, Audrey. Getting Near to Baby.
Putnam, 1999. ISBNO-399-23389-X. $17.99.
211 pp.
A 4-6 FI

Reviewed by Carla Morris

Unspeakable grief and the healing process
that follows are the very heart of this recently
announced Newbery Honor book. Twelve-yearold Willa Jo and Little Sister, who hasn't uttered
a word since the loss of their baby sister, are
staying with their Aunt Patty.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss5/12

The loss of a child must be the most
excruciating oflife's experiences. Getting Near to
Baby tells of this heartbreaking depression from a
child's point of view. "After Baby died, times
were hard. Funerals cost a lot of money. And they
make you feel tired, real tired, for weeks after.
What it comes down to in the end, you stop doing
everything but what you have to do. We didn't
bother about making the bed or doing the laundry.
We didn't wash dishes unless there wasn't one
left in the cupboard. We didn't worry about
breakfast, lunch, or dinner. We ate whenever we
were hungry."
Left alone by an unemployed father, Willa Jo,
Little Sister, and their mother sleep together in
one bed for comfort. Aunt Patty comes to check
on them and finds conditions unfit for living.
After cleaning the house and buying food and
wood to bum, she feels it is her duty to take the
girls so the mother can "rest." Aunt Patty has
never had children of her own. So along with
coping with their baby sister's death, Willa Jo and
Little Sister must put up with Aunt Patty's choice
of clothes and regular living habits.
The book slowly unfolds the story of how the
girls' father lost his mining job and left them.
Only near the conclusion do we hear about the
death of Baby. Milly, a neighbor, had taken them
all to a traveling carnival, where the baby was
given tainted water to drink. The mother spent the
night with the sick baby, thinking a new tooth was
coming in. By morning, the baby had died in her
arms. She sat and rocked the dead baby for some
time, watching the rising sun. She could not bear
to put the baby down. Looking at the pink sky of
early morning, she felt heaven and angels were
opening their arms to welcome her baby in.
At Aunt Patty's house, the girls often climb
the roof to see the sky and watch the town below.
They miss their mother and her understanding
ways. Several chapters cover Aunt Patty's frantic
pleas for the girls to come down. Uncle Hob tries
a different approach by joining them on the roof
for a good talk, and in the end Aunt Patty goes up
to the roof as well. She apologizes to the girls for
past misunderstandings, and she explains that she
was just trying to help and wouldn't hurt their
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mother, Noreen, for anything. All four sit on the
roof and watch the sunset as Noreen drives up to
reclaim her daughters. Plenty of resolution helps
the grieving see the light at the end of the tunnel.
Note: 2000 Newbery winner is Bud, Not
Buddy by Christopher Paul Curtis. Honor books
include Getting Near to Baby by Audrey
Couloumbis, 26 Fairmont Avenue by Tomie de
Paola, and Our Only May Amelia by Jennifer L.
Holm.

••••
Cuneo, Diane. Mary Louise Loses Her Manners.
Illustrated by Jack E. Davis. Doubleday,
1999. ISBN 0-0-385-32538-X. $15.95. Not
paginated.
B All PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

It all started with Mary Louise saying "fleas"
and "spank you" instead of the proper "please"
and "thank you." Her parents, deciding that she
has completely lost her manners, send her out to
find them. Mrs. Abby, at her easel, is the first
person Mary Louise asks to help her find her
manners. As Mary Louise describes her manners,
Mrs. Abby sketches them.
Every place Mary Louise tries has just seen
her manners; they were so nice and polite that
everyone Mary Louise meets wants her to help
them in the same way that her manners did. But
since her manners are lost, Mary Louise only
makes a very big mess and leaves before anyone
gets too angry. Mary Louise finally finds her
exhausted manners at the library. The librarian
helps her lift the sleeping manners, covered with
a newspaper, into her wagon, and she carts them
home. Now that she has her manners back, Mary
Louise remembers all the rules and practices her
manners all the way home.
The biggest disappointment is not being able
to see the manners. They are covered with
newspaper and the reader never gets to see them.
I was hoping for just a little peak. It felt like the
authorlillustrator just ran out of ideas and didn't
know what the manners looked like.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

••••

Dessen, Sarah. Keeping the Moon: A Novel.
Viking, 1999. ISBN 0-6790-88549-5. $15.99.
228 pp.
A 9-12 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Wadharn

Forced to spend her summer in a small North
Carolina town while her mother, Kiki, "fitness
guru and personal trainer to the masses," tours
Europe, fifteen-year-old Colie Sparks must learn
how to find strength in herself. Trying to escape
her past and the labels placed on her by her peers,
Colie finds refuge in a summer job at the Last
Chance Cafe. Friendships with the cafe's two
other waitresses, Isabell and Morgan, a budding
romance with a teenage artist named Norman, and
a good look into the life and attitudes of her
eccentric Aunt Mira help to show Colie what it
means to believe in and stand up for yourself.
Although the theme of this novel-becoming a
self-confident person-is nothing new, the plot
and characters Dessen uses are certainly unique.
Colie is a wonderful character who is gently
guided through some significant changes by the
situations she experiences. The other characters
provide wonderfully different perspectives and
attitudes that nicely complement those of Colie.
The sweet and funny tone of the novel, as well as
the touch of romance, will make this a good
choice for girls.

••••
English, Karen. Francie. Farrar, Straus, &
Giroux, 19999. ISBN 0-374-32456-5. $16.00.
199 pp.

* 4-7 FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Twelve-year-old Francie lives in segregated
Alabama in the 1940s. Her life is a narrow one of
laundry and housecleaning work with Mama.
Francie's only relief comes from immersing
herself in the few books to which she has access
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and daydreaming ofthe family joining her daddy
in Chicago, where he works as a railroad porter.
This chronicle of Francie's day-to-day life
and challenges makes painful reading at times but
rings true at every turn. It gives a clear feeling of
the time and place, and each of the characters is
full-blown and recognizable. The reader aches
with the injustices Francie has to bear and cheers
for her small victories. I read this book in a single
sitting, and I'll welcome the sequel it cries out for.
This is the best of the 1999 publications I've read;
it feels like a Newbery contender to me.

••••
Eversole, Robyn. Red Berry Wool. Illustrated by
Tim Coffey. Whitman, 1999. ISBN 0-80750654-0.
A Pre-4 PB

as he enjoys the companionship of his friend and
rescuer.
The gentle warmth of Eversole's text is
greatly enhanced by Tim Coffey's charming
illustrations. Using acrylic on watercolor paper
textured with gesso, Coffey has created colorful,
richly patterned scenes. Patterns are repeated in
trees, bushes, rocks, sheep's wool, and
backgrounds, tying together not only the
illustrations, but the story as well. Kid-tested,
along with several other books, on a family with
children ages 2-13, this appealing story was the
general favorite. Even very young children,
noticed and appreciated the illustrative details and
readily recognized and identified with Lalo's
humorous attempts to beautify his wool. The
cozy, calming conclusion makes Red Berry Wool
an ideal story for bedtime, naptime, or anytime.

••••

Reviewed by Irene Halliday

Lalo, a bright and adventurous little lamb,
notices everything. When the boy who watches
over the sheep comes dressed in a berry-red,
sheep-wool sweater, Lalo hurries to his mother to
ask why the boy is "bright like berries." She
explains that the sweater is "made from our wool.
Isn't it lovely?" Lalo decides he wants his wool to
look just like the sweater. Running back to his
mother, he asks how sweaters are made.
"Wash the wool,
Spin it.
Dye the wool,
Knit it."
As Lalo repeats this little rhyme, he goes about
each step, hoping his wool will become berry red.
But washing in the drinking pond is cold and
slippery, spinning makes him so dizzy that he
tumbles into a thorn bush, and dyeing with berries
takes him far from the flock and into a painful
encounter with a snake. After each misadventure,
the boy comes to rescue Lalo. None of these
adventures does anything to his wool but make it
splotchy and scraggly, full ofbuITs, thoms, leaves,
and brownish berry stains. But in a berry-red
sunset, the lmitting, the bringing together of Lalo
and the boy, helps Lalo' s disappointment go away

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol20/iss5/12

Fleischman, Paul. Weslandia. Illustrated by Kevin
Hawkes. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 0-76360006-7. $15.99. Not paginated.
A 1-3 PB

Reviewed by Katie de Jong

Most of us have pondered at one time or
another what it would be like to create our own
world. Wesley actually lives this dream, calling
his created civilization "Weslandia." An outcast
of the world of pizza, football, and shaved heads,
Wesley decides to apply to his summer project
what he has learned in school about civilizations.
He plants a staple food crop, which becomes the
source of endless creations. He soon weaves
clothing, tells time with a sundial, and devises his
own counting system, sport, and language.
Wesley not only creates a civilization, but an
opportunity to make friends. All his previous
tormentors become interested in his creations, so
they buy the oil from his plant, join him in
playing his sport, and soon all become a part
Weslandia.
Fleischman's Weslandia appeals to the
imagination. Children will be fascinated by
Wesley's inventive spirit. The bright and creative
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illustrations go hand in hand with the captivating
story. This inviting book will attract readers from
the start, and will most likely be read over and
over agam.

© 1999 Kevin Hawkes

••••
George, Jean Craighead. Frightful 's Mountain.
Dutton, 1999. ISBN 0-525-46166-3. $15.99.
258 pp.
A 4+ FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

This is the third book in a trilogy about Sam
Gribley, who lives in the Catskill Mountains of
New York. Frightful, Sam's trained falcon, is now
on her own, but she yearns to find again the
security of the "one mountain among thousands of
mountains, the one hemlock tree among millions
of trees, and Sam." As Frightful's instincts
strengthen and her imprinting on humans
diminishes, she learns how to hunt in the wild, to
brood chicks, to mate, and finally to migrate.
Events in Frightful's life encourage
conservationist actions to fix electric transformer
poles and to protect falcon nesting sites. The "bad

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1999

guys," a group of ruthless falcon poachers, are
also part of the action.
This book is a great way to learn more about
the work of falconers and wildlife service officers,
and how even children can help preserve
endangered species. As George states in her
"Afterword," both fictitious and real characters
are part of this conservationist-oriented novel. Jon
and Susan Wood and Perry Knowlton are real
falconers. Heinz Meng, a professor at State
University of New York at New Paltz, who raised
the first peregrine falcon in captivity, is also
introduced to readers. George challenges her
readers by using words such as "bole,"
"stridulating," "aerie," and "nictitating." George
does an admirable job in expressing Frightful 's
unique perspective. However, I found some of the
transitions between Frightful ' s actions and the
conversation of other characters in the book to be
awkward and confusing. Most of the locations in
the novel are real, and at the front of the book
readers can find a map showing the Catskill
Mountains of New York, the places referred to in
the book, and a map of Frightful's migration
flyway. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., also a falconer, is
the author of the foreword .

• •••
Gregory, Kristiana. Cleopatra VIL Daughter of
the Nile. Scholastic, 1999. ISBN 0-59081975-5. $10.95. 218 pp.
A 5-9 FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Cleopatra: Daughter of the Nile, part of the
Royal Diaries Series, covers Cleopatra' s life from
3 Januarius 57 B.C. to 12 Junius 55 B.c. In this
short period of time, Gregory educates us about
the family, friends, pets, and feelings of
Cleopatra, one of six children of Ptolemy II of
Egypt. The diary accounts begins when Cleopatra
is twelve and her father has left Alexandria
because his life has been threatened by another
political faction. When Cleopatra learns that her
sister, Tryphaena, is leading the upheaval,
Cleopatra fears for her own life, unites with her
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father, and together they go to Rome to ask for
armies to regain Ptolemy's throne. Once Ptolemy
and Cleopatra are gone, Tryphaena names herself
Queen of Egypt. Cleopatra and her father spend
the next two winters in Rome waiting for troops to
be formed and trained for the Alexandrian attack.
Here Cleopatra meets General Pompey, Marc
Antony, and the famous orator Cicero.
Little is known about Cleopatra's life between
the ages of twelve and fourteen, but Gregory has
researched many of the existing sources and
produced a believable, readable, and educational
approach to Cleopatra's younger years. The reader
will learn that Cleopatra was fluent in many
languages and was very instrumental in eliciting
the Roman support Ptolemy needed. The diary
reflects her tender feelings for her friends
Olympus and Theophilus, her God Isis, and her
servants Neva and Puzo, who are in love, and her
aversion to the brutal, unfeeling nature of her
older sister and the barbarian culture in which she
lives. The last forty pages of the book contain an
Epilogue, Historical Note, The Ptolemy Family
Tree, descriptions of other important historical
people of the time period, and reproductions of
engravings, drawings and maps to further acquaint
the reader with the life and times of Cleopatra.

••••
Gregory, Valiska. A Valentine for Norman
Noggs. Illustrated by Marsha Winborn.
HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-06-027637-6.
$14.89.29 pp.
B K-l PB

Reviewed by Linda C. Brown

This book, a sweet Valentines story about
kindness and bravery, expresses feelings all
people have regarding their relationships. This
great bedtime story will appeal to all.

Haduch, Bill. Twister. Photographed by numerous
artists. Dutton, 1999. ISBN 0-525-46310-0.
$8.99.32 pp.

* 3+ NF

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

This engaging, informational book tells you
all you ever wanted to know about tornadoes. It is
a small format book, of the dip-into-it variety.
Each page bursts with zippy color, fun facts,
blurbs of info, and snappy, informative text. The
photographs of the twisters themselves and of
damage after the "hit" are dazzling. It will have
three kids hanging over the shoulder of the lucky
reader who grabs the book first.

••••
Hamilton, Virginia. Bluish. Blue Sky, 1999. ISBN
0-590-28879-2. $15.95. 127 pp.
A 5-7 FI

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

In this short novel, Dreenie becomes friends
with a girl in her class who has leukemia. This girl
is called Bluish by her classmates because her
skin is always pale and blue-tinted. Dreenie also
struggles in her relationship with another friend,
Tuli, who is starved for attention. The story is told
though Dreenie's journal entries, as well as
through sections of third-person narrative. The
narrator is limited omniscient, so even these
sections portray Dreenie's thoughts. The writing
style is very innovative, making it a challenging
read, but well worth the effort. I would
particularly recommend this book for a class readaloud or discussion.

••••

••••
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Hoban, Russell. The Sea Thing Child. Illustrated
by Patrick Benson. Candlewick, 1999. ISBN
0-736-0847-5. $15.99. Not paginated.
A- 3-5 FI

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

A sea thing child washed up by the sea
reluctantly explores a rocky seacoast, meets a
fiddler crab who has unreal expectations, and
finally finds a way to his own place.
The story is simple, the language poetic but
not inaccessible, the point self-evident, and every
shy child who wants to remain in a small igloo of
sea-stones with no door can see hope and light in
this story. Benson's illustrations are so well-fitted
to the environment and the text that the two seem
inseparable.
In spite of a large print format and abundant,
colored illustrations, this needs to be a read-aloud;
it's not easy reading.

••••
Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Spectacular Science: A
Book of Poems. Simon and Schuster, 1999.
ISBN 0-689-81283-3. $17.00. 37 pp.
A 4+ PB PT

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

In rhyming and free verse, fifteen poems by
fourteen different authors communicate the
wonder of asking questions and finding answers.
As Moffit says, "you must be the thing you see"
in order "to look at anything." From large subjects
(dinosaurs) to small (protozoans), these poets ask
"how, where, when and why?" Halstead's colorful
and imaginative illustrations communicate her
attitude that science is entertaining and perhaps a
little bit crazy. Her background as the daughter of
a veterinarian started her love affair with science
as she did experiments, watched surgeries, and
explored the world through a microscope. These
poems explore the sense of wonder and mystery
associated with discovery. Instead of showing the
hard, sometimes tedious, work of the scientist,
they focus on the search that drives the scientific
mind.
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Johnston, Tony. An Old Shell. Illustrated by Tom
Pohrt. Farrar, Straus, & Giroux, 1999. ISBN
0-374-35649-1. $15.00. 54 pp.
A 2+ PT

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

Johnston's book would be a wonderful way to
introduce the Galapagos Islands-made famous
by Charles Darwin-to older grade levels, or to
introduce sea and sea shore animals to younger
children. Pohrt's gentle drawings enhance the
poems, which catch the rhythm of the sea and the
life it supports. Echoing Darwin's theory of
evolution, the first poem names the sea as our
mother; the poem is as gentle as lapping waves on
the beach. Some poems are explosive, like the
volcanic birth of Ferandina. Some catch a single
quiet moment in haiku style, while others are
narrative, such as in the story of the rice rat who
rode on tangled vines. Still other poems are about
plants, but most celebrate, in rhyming or free
verse, the varied and unusual animals that inhabit
the Galapagos. Even Darwin's boat, the Beagle,
has its story told.
Johnston also reminds the reader of the
tortoises exploited by buccaneers, of iguanas now
gone, and of other animals that continue to be
exploited. At the end, the author warns readers
that "the islands symbolize the peril the entire
earth faces. We can take it apart, but we can't put
it back together."

••••
Kaplan, William and Shelley Tanaka. One More
Border: The True Story of One Family's
Escapefrom War-Torn Europe. Illustrated by
Stephen Taylor. Douglas & McIntyre, 1998.
ISBN 0-88899-332-3. $19.95. 61 pp.

* 4+ NF BI

Reviewed by Robert L. Maxwell

Interest in the Holocaust has grown in recent
years, particularly since the production of
Schindler's List. That movie introduced to public
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awareness the concept of the "righteous gentile,"
the heroic non-Jew who managed to save large
numbers of Jews from the horrors of Hitler's
Europe. The recent publication of Ken
Mochizuki's Passage to Freedom: The Sugihara
Story (New York: Lee & Low, 1997, reviewed in
CBPR 18 [Sept/Oct 1997]: 16) focused attention
on another righteous gentile, Chiune Sugihara, the
Japanese diplomat in Lithuania who issued
thousands of transit visas to Jews fleeing Europe,
saving them from death in German concentration
camps.
Passage to Freedom told the story from the
point of view of one of Sugihara's children; One
More Border tells the story from another point of
view-that of one of the escaping families.
Bernhard and Nadja Kaplan and their children
Igor and Nomi are a Jewish family living in
Memel, a Lithuanian town on the coast of the
Baltic Sea. The Kaplan family lives in
comfortable circumstances, but in 1939 German
troops are on the point of invading and the family
leaves for a hotel in the inland city of Kaunas. At
first it is like being on holiday for the children,
but soon they begin to suspect they are in grave
danger. The family decide to try to go live with
the children's grandparents in Canada. But getting
there will require that they cross through many
countries before arriving in North America. No
one will give the family visas, and time is running
out. Finally, however, Mr. Kaplan learns of
Sugihara, who is consul in Kaunas. The Kaplans
go to the Japanese consulate just as Sugihara is
leaving for Berlin with his family, having been
ordered to issue no more visas to Jews. Sugihara
issues one last visa to the Kaplans, but they are
still not in the clear, for only Mr. Kaplan and the
children are Lithuanians; Mrs. Kaplan is Russian,
and so Sugihara is unable to issue her a visa-and
the Russian consulate refuses. The family finally
make the harrowing decision to leave without her.
Just as the train is leaving she runs up, transit visa
in hand-not enough to get out of Russia, but
enough to cross the country. The family make the
rail and then the sea journey, one step ahead of
closing borders and unfriendly guards all the way,
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but they are finally greeted by a Canadian
immigration officer: "Welcome to Canada."
This book is beautifully illustrated with
period photographs of all the cities along the way
and views of Jewish refugees. The Kaplan family
itselfis depicted by Taylor's colored drawings, as
well as a few photographs and a reproduction of
Bernhard Kaplan's passport (which includes the
children), complete with Sugihara's visa.
Particularly striking is the cover illustration,
which shows the Kaplan family facing stem
border guards, while behind them, in black and
white shadows, are images of less fortunate
refugees behind a chain. The historic photographs
are accompanied by explanatory text, which runs
parallel with the story of the Kaplans. This book
would be an excellent introduction to the dangers
faced by Jews in Holocaust Europe, especially the
aspect of how some overcame and escaped. It
could be used very well in tandem with Passage
to Freedom.

••••
Karon, Jan. Jeremy: The Tale oj an Honest
Bunny. Illustrated by Teri Weidner. Viking,
2000. ISBN 0-670-88104-X. $15.99. Not
paginated.
B Pre-3 PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Written for the author's little daughter, this is
the tale of a bunny, handmade with love and care,
who is being sent off to American as a little girl's
birthday gift in a box marked "fragile". Jeremy,
who can speak now that he's received his name
and knows who he is, thinks the journey sounds
too lonely. He is determined to make his own way
to America. Armed with some good advice
("don't take carrots from strangers") and a slip of
paper tucked into his pocket, Jeremy sets off. His
long journey is fraught with narrow escapes and
fortuitous encounters as he finds his way "home."
This sweet story of gentle people and placid
village life is in the tradition of Miss Read, and
the author's own Mitford series. The text is
coupled with soft pastel watercolor illustrations.
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It is a good bedtime read-aloud for younger
children, and third graders could enjoy it on their
own. Older kids might be impatient with the slow
pace and lack of action and zippy dialogue.

appeal to all ages. In addition, Pinkney's artwork
is beautifully detailed. It is a delight to see such
realistic animal characters dressed in human
clothing .

••••

••••

Lester, Julius. Uncle Remus: The Complete Tales.
Illustrated by Jerry Pinkney. Phyllis
Fogelman, 1999. ISBN 0-8037-2451-9.
$30.00. 686 pp.

Levine, Gail Carson. Dave at Night.
HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-060-28153 -7.
$15.95.281 pp.

A Pre+ FI

Reviewed by Janice Bunker

Having loved hearing Uncle Remus tales as a
child, I was appalled when I tried to read Joel
Chandler Harris' book. It was in a foreign
language; I couldn't recognize any of the tales I
had once so enjoyed. Years later, wanting to tell
my own children these stories, I tried again
(without success) to find a quality collection of
the stories. And then, while browsing through the
fairy tales at the public library, I came upon
Lester's four-volume set of Uncle Remus stories.
I've been hooked ever since.
One of the most wonderful things about
Lester's version is that the stories beg to be read
aloud. His writing is so delicious that a Southern
accent (even a bad one) seems to attach itself to
the reader's voice. My children adore hearing
these tales; my husband has even recorded himself
reading them onto cassettes for when he's going
to be out of town.
Another amazing quality of Lester's version
is his preservation of the plot and the
mischievousness of character. This is how I
picture the stories really being told, rather than the
stilted version that comes across in Harris's
originals. Furthermore, Lester's are easy to
understand.
Although this is a reprinting of four volumes
into one large volume, it retains its folkloric
quality. I would classify these as true American
folklore, though the original tales undoubtedly
came from Africa. These stories are fantastic for
reading aloud, for using in folklore units at
school, and just for enjoying in general. They
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* 5-7 FI

Reviewed by Laura Wadley

When Dave's father is killed, Dave and his
brother are left in the care of a stepmother who
declines the responsibility. The boys' uncle takes
Dave's brother, but no one wants Dave. Dave is
finally sent to the Hebrew Home for Boys (a.k.a.
the Hell Hole for Brats). Dave's resentment of his
family's rejection and his miserable new
circumstances lead him to sneak out of the
orphanage at night and go into unfamiliar parts of
town. During his nights out, Dave meets an
elderly Jewish fortune teller and his parrot, as
well as many luminaries of the Harlem
Renaissance.
While Levine's book, based loosely on her
own father's experiences as a boy, is set in a time
and place few children will be familiar with, the
title character is so deeply engaging and his
experiences are so universally heartfelt and
meaningful that this book should appeal to all
older children and adults. Think The Boxcar
Children with a lot more moxie.

••••
Madrigal, Antonio Hernandez. Blanca's Father.
Illustrated by Gerardo Suzan. Rising Moon,
2000. ISBN 0-87358-743-X. $15.95. 32 pp.
A K-3 PB

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

This story takes place on Saint Francis of
Assisi's Day, which is celebrated in many
Hispanic communities by the blessing of animals.
People bring their pets or farm animals to the
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local church, where the priest pronounces a
blessing that' is believed to protect the animals
against disease and predators. In this story,
Rosalia cannot find her hen, Blanca, when it is
time to go to the church for the blessing. She
decides to ask the priest to bless one of Blanca's
feathers instead, despite being ridiculed by her
brothers and other onlookers. The priest does
bless the feather and tells Rosalia to rub it on
Blanca's head when she is found. A pleasant
surprise comes when Rosalia finally finds Blanca
with a nest of newly hatched chicks.
This book not only educates children about a
Latin-American custom, but it is also entertaining
and will keep their attention. The illustrations are
remarkable, with a very unique style and texture.
This book is a great read for young and old!

Maier, Paul L. The Very First Easter. Illustrated
by Francisco Ordaz. Concordia, 1999. ISBN
0-570-07053-8. $16.95. 32 pp.
A K-4 PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

This scripture-based presentation of the
"greatest story ever told" features no bunnies or
colored eggs. Far from Jerusalem, a contemporary
father and mother tell their ten-year-old son the
story of the ministry, death, and resurrection of
Jesus of Nazareth. This very Protestant rendition
follows and quotes the scriptural account. Lovely
illustrations enhance the text and can be enjoyed
on their own.

• •••
Mayer, Marianna. The Prince and the Pauper.
Adapted from the Mark Twain Novel.
Illustrated by Gary A. Lippincott. Dial, 1999.
ISBN 0-8037 -2099-8. $17.99. Not paginated.

*

© 2000 Gerardo

Suzan

••••
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1+ PB

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

"Once there was a prince who became a
ragged pauper and a ragged pauper who became
a prince." Thus begins Mayer' s skillful retelling
of Twain's classic story. Tom Canty begs on the
streets while Edward, Prince of Wales, is
rigorously training to be king. Similar
appearances, a chance meeting, and a spontaneous
idea to switch clothes force the two to temporarily
change places. Edward learns firsthand of the
inequities and hardships of the common people
while Tom is challenged by the discernment of
running a country. Both boys continue to tell
those around them of the mix-up; they are
considered to be temporarily mad. Only when
Tom is nearly coronated king is the wrong
righted. Edward is restored to his proper place in
the palace. Both lives are enhanced by their
experiences in the shoes of the other.
Twain' s time-honored tale has been tastefully
adapted for a younger audience. The story is
powerfully told. Lippincott's impressive
watercolor illustrations not only capture the text' s
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essence but also add depth and emotion to the
tale. The plentiful paintings draw the reader into
the book. This book is a must-have for every
school and home library.

••••
McCarty, Peter. Little Bunny on the Move.
Illustrated by Peter McCarty. Henry Holt,
1999. ISBN 0-8050-4420-8. $14.95. 29 pp.

* Pre-l PB

Reviewed by Carla Morris

Bunny on the Move is an unforgettable picture
book depicting a bunny who moves from page to
page, past a variety of animals to get back to his
family. The bunny is not lost. He knows he must
get home, and although a pig, cow, sheep, and
even a friendly little girl try to divert his attention,
he is a bunny with a mission. "This bunny would
not look back. This bunny had come a long way."
The last page tells us "this bunny did have a
home. This bunny did have a place to stay." The
illustrations are reminiscent of a dream. The
colors used are gray and white, with tinges of
yellow and pink. The bunny and animal shapes
are soft and powdery; the light source seems to
illuminate the foreground images. This text is
very simple, adding even more emphasis to the
unusual and unique depictions. This is an
excellent bedtime choice for children ages two
through eight, and merits being placed at the top
of my list for quality picture books of 1999 .

father remarries, and the giving and gentle Tatia
is forced to work for her evil stepmother and two
wicked stepsisters. As the story progresses, it
becomes more comparable to Hansel and Gretel.
Tatia is sent on an errand to Grandma
Chickenlegs's house, and it is there that friends
are attracted to her giving nature. These friends
assist Tatia in her escape from becoming the
dinner of the villainous Grandma. All ends well in
this Baba Yaga tale, and the reader is left with a
gratifying feeling of justice.
This whimsical book captures the reader' s
attention and tugs at their emotions. The art is
done in colored pencil, and the nuances of color
and detail can be clearly seen. Every image tells
a story, and time must be set aside to merely sit
and take it all in. Grandma Chickenlegs is a
highly enjoyable book that both children and
adults will simply eat up 'til the last page.

••••

••••
McCaughrean, Geraldine. Grandma Chicken legs.
Illustrated by Moira Kemp. Carolrhoda, 2000.
ISBN 1-57505-415-9. $15.95. 29 pp.
A K-4 FI

Reviewed by Emily Alvillar

© 2000 Ma\cah Zeldis

The beginning of Grandma Chicken legs,
seems similar to the beginning of Cinderella.
However, Tatia's mother imparts "a kiss, a rag
doll, and a word of warning" about Graridma
Chickenlegs before she passes away. Tatia's
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McDonough, Yona Zeldis. Sisters in Strength:
American Women Who Made a Difference.
Illustrated by Malcah Zeldis. Henry Holt,
2000. ISBN 0-8050-6102-9. $17.95. 48 pp.

* 3-5 PB BI

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

This book features several famous American
women: Pocahontas, Harriet Tubman, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Clara Barton,
Emily Dickinson, Mary Cassatt, Helen Keller,
Eleanor Roosevelt, Amelia Earhart, and Margaret
Mead. Each section tells a woman's life story,
highlighting her youth and the obstacles she
overcame to achieve success. Each section,
though just three pages long, offers enough detail
that everyone will learn something new. The
illustrations give a flavor of American folklore
and add vibrant color to the book. The book also
includes a timeline and a bibliography. I believe
this book can be enjoyed as a fun informational
read or used as a resource for writing a research
paper.

••••
Michelson, Richard. A Book of Flies, Real or
Otherwise. Illustrated by Leonard Baskin.
Marshall Cavendish, 1999. ISBN 076145050-5. $18.95. 56 pp.
A 2+ PB PT

Reviewed by Lillian Heil

From huge horseflies, some with a wingspan
as long as two inches, to the smallest fairy fly,
smaller than the period at the end of a
sentence-and not really a fly, Michelson's wit
and Baskin's outlandish illustrations give the
reader a new perspective. Along with this new
perspective, the book offers lots of factual
information about nine real flies (as scientifically
defined), and about bugs with the word "fly" in
their names (like the damsel fly and firefly),
which aren't really flies.
Michelson's rhymed verse focuses on the
unique characteristics of each fly, like the latrine
fly: "My classmates call me 'stinkerbell' but I
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love all ofnature's smells." Sometimes he invents
a fly. The dragonfly is in hot pursuit of a
damselfly. A "knightfly" (there is no such thing)
tries to rescue her, but "too late! (For this hot
date) The dragon ate her-fried."
After each poem, Michelson explains the real
and the unreal so that the reader knows the
difference and can better understand the
connection between the two.
Baskin has done fantastic illustrations for the
poems (a horse's head for the horsefly, a throne
for the midas fly) and realistic drawings to
accompany the informational page.
This humorous book of verse and information
will enlighten the reader about the bad side of
flies-some spread disease-and the surprisingly
good side. The vast majority are harmless and
help us survive; they pollinate flowers, are an
important link in the food chain, and help to keep
the earth a little tidier by eating and burying dead
animals. The author wants readers to think about
these things the next time they swat a fly.

••••
Mills, Lauren. The Goblin Baby. Illustrated by
Lauren Mills. Dial, 1999. ISBN 0-8037 -21722. $15.99. Not paginated.
A- Pre-3 PB

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

Amanda has an interesting way of dealing
with the cross new baby brother at her house, and
her friends the gnomes agree that he might very
well be a changeling.
The story is slight, but the accompanying
details are highly satisfactory. The reader learns
important facts about gnomes-such as that
buttons are their favorite reward and that ugly
toads are actually young gnomes getting their
education and must be treated with respect.
The illustrations make this book. Detailed and
colored in soft pastels with the occasional flash of
color that one would see in a garden with gnomes,
they bear repeated examination.

••••
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Petty, Kate. The Amazing Pop-up Music Book.
Illustrated by Jennie Maizels. Dutton, 1999.
ISBN 0-5254-6160-4. $22.99. 12 pp.
A 3-9 NF PB

Reviewed by Irene Halliday

The Amazing Pop-up Music Book, complete
with its own battery-operated keyboard, is
guaranteed to keep children busy and entertained.
Right away, the keyboard catches children's eyes,
but after a little experimentation, they begin to be
drawn into the colorful, cartoon-style drawings on
sturdy pages filled with flaps, tabs, and word
balloons designed to teach the basics of music.
Each two-page spread introduces a new musical
concept, which builds on the previous pages.
Rhythm, notation, time and time signatures, the
staff, the C-scale, sharps and flats, key signatures,
and harmony are covered using a wild variety of
humorous, friendly, personified birds, animals,
fish, and insects. Though designed for ages eight
and up, a younger child who has begun lessons on
the piano or another instrument could enjoy the
book, though reading skill level would need to be
considered.
When kid (and adult) tested, a generational
difference seems to emerge. The adults find the
book's "busyness" a little distracting, but the
children don't seem at all bothered by the
cluttered pages and the variety of activities. Kids
find the book interesting and fun. They did feel
that some of the tab-controlled movements were
a little hard to figure out, however. A first-time
introduction to the book by an adult, especially in
a family or classroom setting, could help solve
any possible difficulties and serve as an example
for careful usage. However, there is much to be
said for allowing a child to discover on his or her
own with an older person nearby to assist and
participate in the fun. Conceptual accuracy is
aided by musical and educational consultants.
Since the keyboard attracts especially heavy use,
replaceable batteries are a big plus.
In the words of "J. S. Bark" and "W. A.
Meowzart," "We're all here to help you read
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music." The Amazing Pop-up Music Book shows
that learning can be great fun!

••••
Pryor, Bonnie. Joseph: 1861-Rumble of War.
Illustrated by Bert Dodson. Morrow, 1999.
$15.00. 170 pp.

* 3-6 FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Third in the American Adventures series,

Joseph follows a young boy's struggle to

understand the conflict between abolitionists and
pro-slavery advocates at the brink of our nation's
civil war.
Joseph tries to adjust to life with his new
stepfather as the debate over slavery swirls around
him. This is one of the best high-action historical
fiction stories I've read. The characters are real,
the struggle with classmates and family rings true,
and the historical setting is right on. Best of all,
the story hurls one gripping event after another at
the reader, making it impossible to find a
comfortable stopping place. My eleven-year-old
was begging me to keep reading even as his eyes
drooped and he began to snore. The book presents
an excellent depiction of the deeper questions of
human rights and standing up for beliefs, without
once becoming didactic. A marvelous story.

••••
Pulver, Robin. Axle Annie. Illustrated by Ted
Arnold. Dial, 1999. ISBN 0-8037-2096-3.
$15.99. 32 pp.
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Janice G. Bunker

Axle Annie is the nicest school bus driver in
Burskyville, where winter is one blizzard after
another. Axle Annie sings, tells jokes, and
performs magic tricks. Her most magical trick is
driving her bus up Tiger Hill during snowstorms
and rescuing all the stranded drivers on her way to
school. Axle Annie is the reason Burskyville
schools never have a snow day, which is why
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Shifty Rhodes, the nastiest bus driver, loathes her.
At a meeting of the Grouch and Grump Club,
Shifty meets a man who can make his dream of a
snow day come true. Hale Snow, owner of the
local ski resort, has a snow-making machine.
Together, they hatch a slippery scheme to stop
Annie in her tracks and get a snow day. The storm
ofthe century gives them the chance of a lifetime,
and the snow-making machine turns Tiger Hill
into a Matterhorn of snow. Poor Annie tries, but
physics wins this round-until the stranded
drivers Annie always saves lend a hand and push
her bus to safety. Annie has heart as well as grit,
so she rescues the snowbound plotters too--and
gets a ski slope named in her honor.
This book is a fabulous addition to Pulver's
success shelf. The story is fresh and captivating,
the characters are interesting, and the writing is
spirited. Arnold's colored pencil and watercolor
illustrations fit superbly with the mood of
Pulver's winter tale. All in all, this book is a
wonderful story to read aloud on a stormy
day-or any day at all.

••••
Sanderson, Ruth. The Crystal Mountain.
Illustrated by Ruth Sanderson. Little, Brown,
1999. ISBN 0-316-77092-2.32 pp.
A Pre-6 PB

Reviewed by Irene Halliday

Anna the weaver dreams of an exquisite land
where she longs to live. For three years she works
to recreate its beauty in a new tapestry. Just as
Anna succeeds, envious fairies send a gusty wind
to carry it away to their castle atop a crystal
mountain. Each of her three sons embarks on a
journey to seek the tapestry, but only the
youngest, Perrin, is brave and wise enough to
accept the help of an old hermit in conquering a
fiery plain, an icy sea, and the mountain of
crystal, with its sheer sides reaching far into the
clouds. Once inside their castle, Perrin must
outwit the fairies and escape with the tapestry. In
so doing, he wins the heart of one of them-the
beautiful Red Fairy.
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Sanderson's richly detailed oil paintings draw
the reader into Perrin's adventures as he seeks his
mother's prized tapestry. Boys will especially
identify with Perrin's fiery, watery and
precipitous trials, and girls will love the magic of
the beautiful Red Fairy, who embroiders herself
next to the lily pool on Perrin's mother's tapestry.
The transformation of the tapestry's landscape
into reality, and the Red Fairy into a real person is
a satisfying climax to this engaging fairy tale.

••••
Shriver, Maria. What's Heaven. Illustrated by
Sandra Speidel. Golden Books, 1999. ISBN
0-307-44043-5. $15.00. Not paginated.
B 1-3 PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Written to answer her children's questions
after the death of their great-grandmother, this
book competently covers the sensitive topic,
although it's done in a manner more stilted than,
for example, Why did Grandma Have to Die? or
Rylant's Dog Heaven. The pastel watercolor
illustrations set a nice mood, and the text has the
feel of sitting on the porch chatting. Still, there is
a distinct sense of an adult talking down to a
child. Some of the explanation won't jibe with
every reader's beliefs, but the book certainly
serves as a good conversation starter. The overall
feel is gentle, reassuring, and pleasant. A good
choice to read with a child to ease fears and open
discussion.

••••
Simmons, Jane. Daisy and the Beastie. Illustrated
by Jane Simmons. Orchard, 2000. ISBN 0316-79785-5. $12.95. Not paginated.

* Pre-l

PB

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

This latest story in the award-winning Daisy
saga is a charming tale that children will love.
Daisy duckling and her little brother, Pip, go
searching for the dreaded Beastie that Grandpa
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told Daisy about. They search among the cows,
pigs, chickens, and bees (are you making animal
sounds with me?) until they finally come face to
bill with the Beastie itself. A lovely, leisurely
search with soothing illustrations and a satisfying
encounter make this a real "read it again!"
favorite.

••••
Sleator, William. Rewind. Dutton, 1999. ISBN 0525-46130-2. $15.99. 120 pp.
A 5-9 FI

Reviewed by Laura Wadley

Peter begins his story with his own funeral.
He has run out of the house, upset by his parents'
insensitivity, and been hit by the neighbor and
killed. As he enters the Great White Light of the
afterlife, a voice tells him he can reenter mortality
and continue his life if he can figure out how not
to get killed again when the fatal moment
rearrives. Peter makes two ingenious attempts to
save his life, both of which fail, but on his last try
he is able to change things in a way that leads to
an interesting ending. This book makes good
points about life, relationships, and the nature of
art.
Sleator's work is nothing if not inventive. His
characters are beguiling and sympathetic, and the
story works as an action narrative as well as on
deeper levels.

••••
Soros, Barbara. Grandmother's Song. Illustrated
by Jackie Morris. Barefoot, 1998. ISBN 19022-8302-3. $15.95. 32 pp.
A 3-7 PB

Reviewed by Irene Halliday

family relationships. Granddaughter is young,
delicate, and fearful of anything new and strange.
She often runs home trembling. Grandmother
holds her close and lovingly strokes her hair and
back as she quietly sings and speaks words of
encouragement. As the seasons pass,
Grandmother's love, comfort, and exemplary
teaching transform the fearful granddaughter into
a compassionate, generous young woman, who
now cares not only for her own children, but for
her aging grandmother as well. When
Grandmother dies, Granddaughter is devastated.
She must learn to feel the presence of
Grandmother in a new way, and teach her children
that "no matter where we are, grandmother is
never far away."
Grandmother's Song is a book that can be
appreciated in many ways and on many levels. A
sense of timelessness pervades not only the text,
but also the warm watercolor illustrations. Soft
earth tones, fused with the dramatic use of line
and attention to details of furnishings and
architecture, visually immerse the reader in
Mexican rural culture. It celebrates the Mexican
people's deep belief in the eternal life of the soul
and the importance of values and family. The
Mexican setting does not hinder the reader's
ability to identify with the feelings of a
granddaughter and respond to the love and
comfort of a grandmother. When tested on
children ages eight to thirteen, a nine-year-old
boy's favorite part of the book was
Grandmother's stroking and calming. All children
need the quiet, loving comfort and sense of family
support that this story portrays so well. Adults and
teens, as well as older elementary school children,
will be drawn to the peace and legacy of
Grandmother.

••••

Gentleness, dignity, and peace flow out ofthis
book from the first page. Grandmother and
Granddaughter live out their lives in the
mountains of tropical Mexico, close to the soil,
the natural creatures, their little village, and the
nurture and wisdom of generations of warm
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Stewart, Jennifer J. If That Breathes Fire, We're
Toast! Holiday House, 1999. ISBN 0-82341460-2. $15.95. 118 pp.
B 3+ FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Rick has just been forced to move from his
home in San Diego to the hot, unfamiliar desert of
Tucson, Arizona. He's upset because he'll be in
sixth grade next year-the king of the hill-and
now he will be going to a school where he has no
friends and nothing in common with any of the
kids. It isn't long before he meets Natalie and a
new furnace is delivered to his home from
Dragonwerks. Soon the house is heated up with
adventure. The new furnace is a real, timetraveling dragon that takes Rick, Natalie, and
Natalie's younger brother on a marvelous
adventure.
This imaginative story is lots of fun.

••••
Sturges, Philemon. The Little Red Hen Makes a
Pizza. Illustrated by Amy Walrud. Dutton,
1999. ISBN 0-525-45953-7. $15.99.28 pp.
A Pre-3 PB

Reviewed by Carla Morris

The Little Red Hen has always been a favorite
story of mine; however, when I use it in story
time, someone invariably remarks, "But the Little
Red Hen didn't share!" In this updated version
she does, and in return the duck, dog, and cat
finally help her by washing the dishes at the end.
Throughout this new favorite, the Little Red Hen
pleads with the other animals to go to the
hardware store, the grocery store, and the
delicatessen to help her gather the necessary pizza
ingredients. She offers each ofthem a slice at the
end.
Children will love the cheerful, colorful cutouts that illustrate this story. Although children
between four and eight would particularly enjoy
the tale, there's a message for all ages. (I think I'll
leave it on my husband's pillow!)
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••••
Tseng, Grace. White Tiger, Blue Serpent.
Illustrated by Jean and Mou-Sien Tseng.
Lothrop, Lee, & Shepard, 1999. ISBN 0-68812515-8. $16.00. Not paginated.
A All PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Young Kai and his mother live on the barren
side of the river. On the other side are the lands of
Qin, guarded by the White Tiger and the Blue
Serpent. None dare cross the bridge that connects
the two lands. Kai works hard each day while his
mother weaves tapestries to sell for food and rice.
Kai wants very much to keep one of her
tapestries, so he tells her he will work even
harder--chopping wood and tending their own
rice by night-so he can keep one. Because he
works so hard, Kai grows up to be strong, swift of
hands and feet, and very able to see at night as
well as in the light.
No sooner is the tapestry finished than a wind
comes up and whips the tapestry into the air
toward the land of Qin. Kai is not to be robbed
and so he sets out to recover the cloth. Because of
his great strength, he defeats the White Tiger;
because of his swift hands he is able to grab the
serpent's hom and fly safely through the air to an
island on the lake; and because he fights so hard,
Qin must set up a great wind to sweep him back to
his own land.
The wind is so strong that all the plants and
animals are blown off the tapestry and into the air.
When Kai is also blown home, he finds that his
side of the river has become a living tapestry.
This very well-written, exciting tale is
reminiscent of Demi' s work, and is based on a
tale from the Drung tribe of the Yunnan Provence
in southwest China.

••••
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Wallace, Bill. Eye of the Great Bear. Minstrel,
1999. ISBN 0-671-02504-X. $16.00. 176 pp.
A 3+ FI

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

Exploding fire crackers make Bailey jump
and run, so every Fourth of July everyone is after
him. On this Fourth-the last of the
1900s-Bailey spends his money on an Indian
Fortune Teller, who takes one look at him then
says, "You will see yourself in the eye of the
Great Bear," after which the Indian vanishes. He
wonders just what the statement means, but
doesn't find out until his family moves from their
ranch in Texas to a farm in the mountains of
Montana, where he has to decide whether to save
his little sister Kimmerly's life or be torn apart by
the largest Grizzly ever seen near Flathead Lake.
This exciting story that mentions a turn of the
century Fourth of July celebration is also a
wonderful pioneer family story. This book will
make a great read-aloud; each chapter is a cliffhanger. You don't find out until the first
paragraph of the next chapter how an event will
be resolved.

••••
Whelan, Gloria. Miranda's Last Stand.
HarperCollins, 1999. ISBN 0-06-028252-5.
$14.89.131 pp.
A 3-7 FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

Eleven-year-old Miranda and her mother sign
on as laundry workers with Buffalo Bill's Wild
West Show in the 1880s. Miranda barely recalls
her father, who was killed at the Battle of Little
Big Horn when she was just two years old.
Miranda's acceptance of her mother's hatred of
all Indians is tested when she meets real Indians,
who are performing in the show.
There is a nice attempt to humanize the
historical characters and present the Sioux view of
events leading up to and following the battle.
Depiction of the show is interesting, and there is
a bit of drama when Sitting Bull and Miranda's
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mother confront one another and again when the
Indians help nurse the mother through a fever.
This good, substantial read offers an accurate
version of the battle and of the racial feelings of
time. Well done.

••••

© 1999 Marcia Williams

Williams, Marcia. Fabulous Monsters .
Candlewick, 1999. ISBN 0-7636-0791-6.
$15.00.29 pp.

A 1+ NF

Reviewed by Janice Bunker

Five legendary monsters meet their deaths in
this easy-to-read, comic-strip-style tale.
The Basilisks, legendary rooster-like things
with deadly glances, deadly breath, and deadly
hissing, have completely overtaken a small island.
No one dares set foot outside, and they are slowly
starving. But Patrick cleverly wears mirrors all
over his leather suit and gets the Basilisks to kill
themselves with their own deadly glances.
The Bunyips live in Australia's wet places,
lying in wait for careless people. Two brothers run
afoul of the monster, who tries to eat one of them.
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The other boy bums the Bunyip badly and pulls
his brother from the monster's jaws as it howls in
pain. But his brother is dead. After holding a
funeral, the surviving brother returns home with
food, but without his brother.
A person-munching thing called Grendel has
been feasting on the Danish king' s warriors, so
the king sends for Beowulf. Beowulf is famous
for getting rid of undesirables, and he is
magnificently strong to boot. He manages to
maim the monster so badly that it crawls home to
die. Beowulfs victory is short, however; because
Grendel's mother takes over the person-munching
activities. After a long, arduous struggle, Beowulf
triumphs again and sails home richer and more
famous than before.
In Lycia, a monstrous Chimera was also
feasting on people, but Bellerophon, assisted by
the spectacular winged Pegasus and the goddess
Athene, manages to feed some lead to the
Chimera. The lead melts in the terrific heat of the
Chimera's mouth and kills it.
The river Ilunge in Africa is guarded by a
fearsome monster called Isikukumanderu. She is
rather a glutton, which proves her downfall. One
day, when she has eaten too many people for her
comfort and is lying down to digest, a father
intent on avenging his children kills her. As he
mourns his children, he hears voices and is able to
save all the people Isikukumanderu ate.
William's humorous drawings and
commentary rescue this book from being scary in
any way. The comic-strip format adds vitality and
appeal to an already exciting subject for children.
It's nice to have these ancient legends retold in an
accessible fashion .

(nanny) to a girl Amy's age, and Amy finds that
the household chores and her younger siblings is
disrupting her life more and more. Compounding
Amy's frustration and resentment at having to
sacrifice so much for so little appreciation is her
certainty that her mother prefers her new charge
over Amy herself.
This glimpse into culture clash as a family
struggles to blend old ways with new frames ways
a very contemporary coming-of-age story. Amy
battles to keep her standing in her ballet class
despite repeated absences. She tries to keep the
household a step ahead of disaster, and control her
younger brothers and sisters even as they give her
grief at every turn. Her craving for her mother's
approval and affection seems doomed. But as the
story unfolds, Amy gains new insight into her
friends and family-and into herself. A very
satisfying read.

••••

••••
Yep, Laurence. The Amah. Putnam, 1999. ISBN
0-399-23040-8. $15.99.181 pp.
A 4-7 FI

Reviewed by Nancy Alder

At age twelve, Amy Chin is a budding
ballerina, very serious about her avocation. Her
widowed mother has to take a job as an amah
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New In Paperback
By Jim Jacobs
Professor
Department of Teacher Education
Brigham Young University
The following books have recently appeared in
paperback, either for the first time or after a long
absence. All are recommended.
Adoff, Arnold. Malcolm X Illustrated by Rudy
Gutierrez. HarperTrophy, 2000. ISBN 0-064421 18-X. $4.25. 52 pp. Grades 2-5.
Describes the life, beliefs, and achievements
of the controversial Black Muslim leader.
Andersen, Hans Christian. Thumbeline. Illustrated
by Lisbeth Zwerger. Translated by Anthea
Bell. North-South, 2000. ISBN 0-7358-12101. $6.95. Not paginated. Grades K-3. An
elegantly illustrated remake of Andersen's
tale of the pretty girl who is no bigger than a
human thumb.
Anderson, William. Pioneer Girl: The Story of
Laura Ingalls Wilder. Illustrated by Dan
Andreasen. HarperTrophy, 1998. ISBN 0-06446234-X. $5.95. Not paginated. Grades 2+.
Recounts the life story of the author of the
Little House books, from her childhood in
Wisconsin to her old age at Rocky Ridge
Farm.
Bonners, Susan. The Silver Balloon. Farrar,
Straus, & Giroux, 1999. ISBN 0-374-466475. $4.95. 69 pp. Grades 3-6. When fourthgrader Gregory releases a helium-filled
balloon into the sky with his name and
address attached, it leads to an unusual
friendship and exchange of mystery gifts.
Bulla, Clyde Robert. The Story of Valentine's
Day. Illustrated by Susan Estelle Kwas.
HarperTrophy, 1999. ISBN 0-06-443626-8.
$5.95. Not paginated. Grades 2-5. Relates the
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history and describes the customs of this
holiday from its beginning in Roman times to
the present. Includes directions for making a
paper valentine and sugar cookies.
Conly, Jane Leslie. While No One Was Watching.
HarperTrophy, 2000. ISBN 0-06-440787-X.
$4.95. 233 pp. Grades 3-6. When two
brothers steal a rabbit from a backyard in the
rich part of town, the incident brings about a
collision with other children from a
background very different from their own.
Fleming, Denise. Where Once There Was a Wood.
Owlet Paperback, 2000. ISBN 0-8050-64826. $6.95. Not paginated. Examines the many
fonns of wildlife that can be displaced if their
environment is destroyed QY development and
discusses how communities and schools can
provide spaces for them to live.
Fox, Mem. Wombat Divine. Illustrated by Kerry
Argent. Voyager, 1999. ISBN 0-15-202096-9.
$6.00. Not paginated. Wombat auditions for
the Nativity play, but he has trouble finding
the right part.
Lurie, Alison. Fabulous Beasts. Illustrated by
Monika Beisner. Farrar, Straus, & Giroux,
1999. ISBN 0-374-42254-0. $5.95. Not
paginated. Describes the habits and
characteristics of strange beasts and birds,
including the unicorn, griffin, phoenix, and
basilisk, once thought to live in wild and
distant parts of the world.
Paulsen, Gary. Work Song. Illustrated by Ruth
Wright Paulsen. Voyager, 2000. ISBN 0-15202371-2. $6.00. Not paginated. Illustrations
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and rhyming text depict people doing all
kinds of work.
Pomeroy, Diana. One Potato: A Counting Bookfo
Potato Prints. Voyager, 2000. ISBN 0-15202330-5. $6.00. Not paginated. A counting
book that uses images of fruits and vegetables
to illustrate numbers from one to one hundred
and which also includes an explanation of
how to do potato printing.
Skolsky, Mindy Warshaw. Welcome to the Grand
View, Hannah! Illustrated by Patrick Faricy.
HarperTrophy, 2000. ISBN 0-06-440785-3.
$4.95. 183 pp. Grades 3-6. Living in rural
New York state during the 1930s, Hannah
begins to see her parents and herself in a
different light as they settle into their new
apartment behind the Grand View Restaurant.
Walker, Paul Robert. Big Men, Big Country: A
Collection ofAmerican Tall Tales. Illustrated
by James Bernardin. Harcourt Brace, 2000.
ISBN 0-15-202625-8. $10.00. 79 pp. A
collection of American tall tales featuring
such legendary characters as Davy Crockett,
Paul Bunyan, and Pecos Bill.
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Play Reviews

Chislett, Anne. Flippin' In ar.d Then and Now,
Two Theatre for Young Audience Plays.
Playwrights Canada Press, 1999. ISBN 088754-574-2. $14.95.
Reviewed by Robbie Stevens

restaurant. Much of the cooking and properties
could be successfully mimed.

Then and Now. 70 pp.

Reviews of the two plays follow:

A- 6+

Flippin 'In. 58 pp.

In this computer generated flashback to
history, we are shown how the French and English
conflict began. Two young girls, one English and
one French Canadian, are playing a Star Wars
video game when they and their fathers are
assimilated into the computer. They jump into the
historic period of conflict between the French and
English regarding the American and Canadian
colonies. We watch as the girls and their fathers
change from one character to another, often
switching countries. Even though each set speaks
a different language, the play is performed in
English because the "Authority" has declared that
each person will hear what is said in their own
language. Some of the events we witness are the
creation of the Hudson's Bay Company, the
befriending of the Natives, and the arrival of
young girls from France to marry the Coureur Du
Bois. The play ends after the group realizes they
must stop their hatred for each other to tum the
computer off. As they exit the computer, peace is
restored and respect for one another is shown.
The author indicates the play was written to
acquaint young people with the basics of French
rights, which she has done remarkably well. This
play requires two female and two males with the
"Authority" being either male or female. The
costume changes are minimal and quick, as are
the character changes. Each actor/actress must be
able to assume a variety of characters with the
snap of their fingers and make it believable.

B+ 8+

If you have ever tried to accomplish
something which seemed impossible and failed,
you will be able to find strength in this play. This
is the story of a group of young people who work
for a fast food restaurant. Maria and Lynn come
from different backgrounds: one of hardship and
work and the other from a privileged home. Both
girls work for a fast food restaurant called
Kwikbite which has its own way of dealing with
its employees. The story follows the girls'
struggle to form a union in order to get better
treatment, higher pay, and more working hours
with decent shifts. We see the power that
incentive and greed have on people when the
manager of Kwikbite bribes fellow workers to
vote against the union. She influences them by
portraying the girls in a bad light - as stingy and
self-serving instead of wanting the good of the
group. After they veto the union, things return to
normal and the employees realize their mistake
but are not courageous enough to try again. The
play ends as Maria and Lynn once more discuss
forming a union.
This play would be good for students studying
commerce, unions, and employee relations. It
would be an excellent lead into the history of how
unions are formed and why. The cast
requirements are minimal (4 W, 3 M). There are
few set requirements beyond those for a fast food
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••••

Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children:
The New Generation Play Project. University
of Texas Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5
cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95
cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479 pp.
A

Reviewed by John D. Newman

This long-awaited volume represents the final
component of the New Generation Play Project
which spanned the 1990's.
This half-million-dollar effort was sponsored
by the Children's Theatre Foundation, the
National Endowment for the Arts, the Lila
Wallace Reader's Digest Fund and Target Stores.
The project was realized by the Children's Theatre
Company of Minneapolis, the Honolulu Theatre
for Youth, the Seattle Children's Theatre, and
Stage One: The Louisville Children's Theatre.
The goal of the New Generation Play Project,
or NGPP, was to entice recognized playwrights
from the adult theatre who would not normally
write plays for young audiences to create new
works for major professional children's theatre.
The eight selected playwrights are collectively
credited with almost every major playwrighting
distinction offered in the United States. Each of
the writers was given a commission which,
though modest by adult theatre standards, was
princely compared to what children's theatre
playwrights have traditionally received.
Production budgets were augmented to allow the
playwrights access to artists and stagecraft which
were somewhat beyond the regular budgets of the
producing theatres.
The premiere productions of the eight
resulting plays were well received by both
audiences and critics. If the primary objective of
the project was to produce eight good
productions, the project seems to have been a
success. However, if the primary objective was to
bring adult playwrights into the children's theatre
field and to create a body of re-producable plays,
the success was mixed. Y York has become a
major playwright in the profession and Constance
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Congdon is now engaged in another major
commission for young audiences. The other eight
playwrights have expressed a willingness to write
for young audiences if requested but have not
indicated independent initiative to pursue such
projects. Also, it should be noted that four of the
eight selected playwrights had created works for
children before the inception of the NGPP.
Many of the professional playwrights who
have devoted their careers to writing for young
audiences felt snubbed by the project, although
many have benefitted from the higher commission
rates which the NGPP is generally credited with
effecting.
It should be noted that the NGPP was not the
only means through which adult playwrights
could make forays into the children's theatre
profession in the 1990's. In the past decade, major
adult theatre playwrights, such as Steven Deitz
and Robert Schenkkan, have pursued
commissions with professional children's theatres
of their own volition. It should also be noted that
several of the most recognized playwrights in the
children's theatre profession, such as Timothy
Mason, James Still, and Suzan Zeder, have also
found success in the adult arena.
Cross-fertilization between the adult and child
gemes was perhaps an inevitable, albeit delayed,
development in the evolution of the American
theatre. However, the NGPP has become a
catalyst and a visible symbol of that process.
While the initial productions of the plays
were generally sound and most of the scripts read
fairly well on the page, few of the scripts are
likely to transcend their original productions and
venues. The two fairy-tale plays produced in
Minneapolis and one of the literary adaptations
produced in Seattle are dependent on spectacular
theatrical effects which few other children's
companies in the United States could hope to
achieve. The two plays produced in Honolulu
depend largely on an understanding of Hawaiian
cultures and do not transcend to more universal
themes.
There is much to applaud and much to
scrutinize in the NGPP. Ifnothing else, the NGPP
has acted as a catalyst to efforts to raise the
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respectability of the children's theatre profession
among its adult theatre counterparts. It has
initiated an on-going dialogue about the inclusion
of adult playwrights in the children's theatre
profession and the categorization of playwrights
into one arena or the other.
In the next decade, this reviewer would like to
see the consortium which created the NGPP
follow it up with a project aimed at providing
established children's theatre playwrights the
same theatrical luxuries provided to their more
endowed cousins from the adult theatre.
The NGPP anthology is an especially relevant
text for a college course on children's theatre. It
touches on many of the most crucial
contemporary issues in the profession and
provides a perfect point of departure for
discussing what makes for a good children's play.
The volume may also serve as a "crash course" in
the contemporary children's theatre profession for
those whose primary experience is outside of the
field.
Relatively few academians and children's
theatre professionals have been able to see the
resulting productions of the NGPP plays and
much of their impression of the project may be
based on hearsay. This volume provides the
evidence for those in the profession to recognize
the project's merits and to learn from its
shortcomings and controversies. The forward by
Suzan Zeder and the introduction by Coleman A.
Jennings present both the successes and the
disappointments of the project in an honest yet
diplomatic manner.

ominous beast who releases him on condition that
he send Belle in his stead. Belle, against her
father's wishes, goes to the beast and, over the
course of time, learns to love the creature whom
she originally despised.
The dialogue of this play is rich and poetic
and the characters of the father, the heroine, and
the beast are resonating. The adaptation retains
much the strength of the original tale and would
engage the adults in the audience at least as well
as the children.
However, the characters of Belle's siblings,
are drawn with cartoonish simplicity and while
they seem intended as comic relief, their
buffoonery seems to belie the emotional reality of
the main plot. When Belle returns from the beast's
castle, she tries to assert herself and overcome the
passivity which has made her a slave to her
family's caprices. However, Belle backs away
from her new-found power and never fully
achieves the transformation which she initiates.
The script demands extensive and expensive
costuming, but the demands on other production
elements are more modest. While many scenes
would probably have benefitted from the high
production values of the Children's Theatre
Company, the script generally yields itself to
simpler theatrical solutions.

Reviews of each of the plays in the Anthology
follows.

Sean "Kilo" Hauptmann is a multi-ethnic
seven-year-old boy from Hawaii who moves with
his family to Southern California. Although his
study of authentic Hula was respected on the
islands, he finds that the mainland friends mock
him for it. Sean finds a friend in Caleb, who
comes from a similar cultural background.
Ultimately, Sean finds himself tom between his
loyalty for Caleb and his native traditions, and his
Californian friend Julian and the pop culture
which he embodies.

Congdon, Constance. Beauty and the Beast. 1992.
51 pp.
A 3-6

Belle is a cheerful, industrious maiden who
takes care of her three selfish, squabbling siblings.
When her widower father ventures to another
land, he is sheltered in a castle belonging to an
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Houston, Velina Hasu. Hula Heart. 1996. 28 pp.
B+ K-3
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The script has its merits. The theme of
retaining one's roots is clearly established in the
play. Sean's specific cultural conflict achieves a
certain degree of universality. The visions of
Laka, the Goddess of the Hula, adds an interesting
theatrical dimension to the piece.
However, the play paints a complex issue in
rather simplistic terms. The plot resolves happily
and predictably. Rather than having to make a
choice between two cultures, Sean is conveniently
allowed to be fully accepted by both cultures
without the internal conflict that multi-cultural
children must often confront. The play reads like
a promising early draft but could have benefitted
from more development before it was mounted.

Howe, Tina. East of the Sun and West of the
Moon. 1994.72 pp.
A 3-6

Tove is a maiden who takes care of her kind,
injured father, a pair of sympathetic twins, four
nasty siblings, and an unkind mother. One day,
Tove is approached by a polar bear who tells her
that if she goes with him, her family will become
as rich as they presently are poor. Tove accepts
the bear's offer and her family's wishes are
fulfilled. After a long and arduous journey, Tove
finds herself in the bear's palace where against her
oath, she listens to the handsome prince who sings
beneath the palace. When Tove visits her family,
her mother convinces her to shine a light on the
singing man. Tove does so, against the bear's
injunction, and finds that she has banished her
prince to a land east of the sun and west of the
moon. Tove bravely undertakes an impossible
quest to reach this prison before her prince is
forced to marry a troll.
The language and imagery of the play is
remarkably strong and the story is well told. With
the exception of the polar bear, the characters are
sharply dichotomized as either good or evil.
Although few children's theatres have the budget
or technical means to remount it, the script no
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doubt lent itself to a spectacular production in
Minneapolis. The play is epic in its scope and
covers numerous locations with very specific
elements. Complex lighting is crucial to the
journey sequences and elaborate costuming is
required to realize the vision of the piece. While
the play must have been dazzling in its premiere,
the script would struggle to find a life beyond its
original incarnation.

Jenkin, Lee, adapted from a story by H.G. Wells.
The Invisible Man. 1993. 66 pp.
A 4-8

A bandage-faced stranger checks into a
mostly empty motel near a nuclear power plant.
Jack Griffin, the mysterious stranger, befriends
the caretaker's son, Jim Winters, who has recently
lost his father. Jim trusts and assists Mr. Griffin,
looking to him as a father figure. Soon, Jack
Griffin reveals his secret that, through an accident
at the nuclear plant, he has become an invisible
man. As the play progresses, Jim begins to realize
that Mr. Griffin may not be worthy of his trust and
must ultimately decide whether to believe the
man's explanations or to tum him over to the
authorities.
The play is suspenseful and engaging. Like
the young protagonist, the audience must
constantly re-evaluate which characters can be
trusted and who they hope will succeed. Mr.
Griffin, as he is portrayed in this script, is
reminiscent of Long John Silver, who betrays the
trust of another young Jim in Robert Louis
Stevenson's Treasure Island. The conservative
1950's setting serves the material well and the
structure of the piece is tight and economical.
While the play was relatively easy to mount
at the Seattle Children's Theatre, the stage magic
of the piece could be difficult to achieve. The
multiple settings could be easily suggested by
simple elements but it would be difficult for all
but a handful of professional theatres to execute
the invisibility effects as written. The text,
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however, is strong enough to stand on its own
without the spectacle if simpler theatrical
solutions could be devised.

Medoff, Mark. Kringle's Window. 1992. 68 pp.
B 4-8

Becka, a twelve-year-old computer whiz,
heeds her friend's advice and tells her
eight-year-old sister Boomer that Santa Claus isn't
real. Becka's father, recently separated from her
mother, tries to restore Boomer's beliefby coming
down the chimney in disguise. The plan fails but
a mysterious homeless lady, Mrs. Rosen, is able to
convince both Becka and Boomer about the
reality of Santa Claus and the magic of Christmas.
The plot-line of this play is much too thin for
its lengthy playing time. The script is replete with
pop culture cliches, repetitive dialogue, and static
scenes. Mrs. Rosen, while quite charming as a
character, serves the un-needed functions as the
mediator and moralizer of the story. The ending is
predictably sugary and the complex problems that
have driven the girls' parents apart are quickly
resolved by a single moment of shared laughter.
The fault of this script seems to stem from a
radical misunderstanding of the dynamics and
needs of young audiences.

appointed Sheriff of Honolulu. After narrating his
background at length, the Duke recounts an
adventure in which he thwarted a pair of bad guys
from stealing the surf from his islands.
The central character, who lived around the
turn of the last century, is given a modern
makeover, as are all of the other personages in the
story. The hip language and trendy costumes
ground the historical/mythical character in a teen
pop culture setting. The story unfolds in the style
of a Saturday morning cartoon, with
one-dimensional characters and a simple,
predictable plot.
This play seems to have been created under
the assumption that young audiences can only
relate to a story ifit is told in a language and style
which are already familiar to them. While that
basic premise has merit, this play was constructed
with a narrow view of what children will find
familiar and with what elements they can identify.
The style and story are more conducive to
animation than to stage production and rather than
offering audiences a performance which is
uniquely theatrical, it reiterates the kind of
entertainment which they experience abundantly
on television.

Weller, Michael. Dogbrain. 1996.62 pp.
A- K-2

Overmeyer, Eric. Duke Kahanamoka vs. the
Surfnappers. 1993.
B- 3-5

A statue of the legendary Hawaiian hero Duke
Kahanamoku comes to life and relates his story in
contemporary terms to a couple of Hawaiian
children. The Duke was credited with restoring
surfing and its spiritual virtues to the islands after
the actIVIty was discouraged by early
missionaries. Duke Kahanamoku was an Olympic
gold medalist in swimming and was later
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Nick is a six-year-old with an active
imagination who refuses to take responsibility for
his own misdeeds. When Nick blames an
imaginary character named "Dogbrain" for a
hitting incident at school, Dogbrain materializes
and begins creating mischief. At first Nick enjoys
the pranks of his new companion but becomes
more and more frightened as he discovers that he
cannot control the creature.
This play is likely to be controversial and will
evoke strong positive and negative response from
academians, public educators, parents, and
children. One of the assets of the play, as well as
one of its liabilities, is the painful accuracy of the
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boys' spiteful and "potty-mouthed" dialogue.
From one perspective, the play embodies a story
and a language which are readily identifiable to
the children in the audience. From another
perspective, it presents behaviors and actions
which no parent or teacher would want their
impressionable young children imitating.
The subject matter and characters tailor this
play to a K-2 audience, but the treatment of the
subject will likely alienate a large sector of its
potential audience. At best, the play is reminiscent
of the harshly realistic child dialogue in Maurice
Sendak's controversial children's musical Really
Rosie. At worst, the antics of the imaginary
creature go unnecessarily far, as Dogbrain rubs
Nick's mother's bottom, drives Nick's confused
father into a mental hospital, and eats cat "poop"
and live rats.
Perhaps the greatest virtue of the story is that
Dogbrain is eventually suppressed but not
permanently defeated. "Goodybags," Dogbrain's
altere go, stuffs Dogbrain back inside of Nick, but
Nick discovers that Dogbrain can still reappear if
he doesn't control his own impulses. The story's
psychological realism provides children with hope
without the false expectation that self-control is
ever easy.

York, Y., adapted from the novel by Elizabeth
George Speare. The Witch ofBlackbird Pond.
1996.85 pp.
A 7-12

Kit is a well-educated, intelligent, and
free-spirited seventeen-year-old who ends up
living in a Puritan village in Connecticut. She
unwittingly brings the ire and the suspicion of the
village upon her as she parades about in fine
dresses, reads her secular books, swims in the
water, and befriends a banished healer woman
who is believed to be a witch.
Kit is one of the most realistic adolescent
characters ever created for the stage. Her caprices
and charisma will endear her to modern teenagers.
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Kit's naivete and spontaneity unwittingly brings
about accusations of witchcraft. Kit is not cruel
but she is careless and even childish at times.
However, her actions plunge her headlong into
adult consequences.
Kit embodies the adolescent virtue of being
able to look beyond things that the adult society
has come to accept. Against the dire warnings of
the villagers, Kit meets and befriends Hannah
Tupper, the alleged "witch" who lives at
Blackbird Pond. Kit's lack of foresight in using
her knowledge of herbal medicine to alleviate a
plague of scarlet fever provides redemption for
the superstitious villagers but peril for Kit and for
Hannah who taught her the cures.
In the past action of the play, Kit made one
very selfish mistake: she sold her bondswoman in
Barbados in order to pay her passage to
Connecticut. Kit redeems herself at the end of the
play, deciding to fill her bondswoman's term
herself. Forces intervene which release her from
that necessity, but it is important to note that Kit
has grown from expedient egoism to ethical
empathy and that she is committed to taking
actions which benefit not only her but others
around her.
While Kit is able to escape from death, the
dangers she faces and the risks she takes are very
real. Despite the intense pressure to conform, Kit
remains true to her crystallizing personality while
learning to comprehend, if not accept, a world
view that runs contrary to her own. Kit could well
become a model for the next generation of
adolescent protagonists.

••••
Rubin, Janet E. Voices: Plays for Studying the
Holocaust. Scarecrow Press, 1999. ISBN 08108-3655-6.
308 pp.
A

Reviewed by Robbie Stevens

This book is a compilation of selected plays
and excerpts from plays about the Holocaust.
Some of the plays included are: Can You Hear
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Some of the plays included are: Can You Hear
Them Crying? by Virginia Stringer; Angel in the
Night by Joanna Kraus; T-Money & Wolf by
Kevin Willmott & Ric Averill; and an excerpt
from Kindertransport by Diane Samuels. Each
play focuses on a different aspect of the Holocaust
- the children, those who hid the Jews,
concentration camps, and a connection between
modem gangs and Hitler's Youth. Each piece
brings us closer to understanding the horrors of
what happened and the reasoning behind it. One
play, Hitler's Childhood by Niklas Radstrom,
gives an intimate view into what Hitler must have
endured while growing up in Austria with his
parents.
Part I of this book gives us a background of
the Holocaust. The author also tells of the
challenges in portraying the Holocaust and
bringing the information to the reader and viewer.
A chronological time line is included from 1914
until 1946, along with the important events and
landmarks which occurred during these years.
Prior to each play or excerpt, there is a
synopsis of the events occurring in Germany and
the countries it occupied. This history varies for
each play, and gives us a complete, if brief,
history of the events leading up to Hitler's power,
the invasion of each country, what was happening
to the people in the countries, and the aftereffects
of the war. Following each play are suggestions of
how the play might be incorporated into the
curriculum. Teachers, or the public, are given
ideas, off-shoots, and activities which will bring
the theme of the play closer to the viewers.
This book also includes a bibliography and
three appendices. These appendices include other
plays, playwrights, and publishers of theatre about
the Holocaust, resources and references for those
interested in further study, and other works by the
book's contributors.
Although some of the plays would be
successful with elementary age children, most of
the material might be more appropriate for older
students and adults. Discussion with the young
people is important in both preparation and
following the presentation. Overall, this is an
excellent book which has incorporated both the
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history and plays of the Holocaust in a succinct
and meaningful way.
Reviews of the plays in this work:
Stringer, Virginia Burton. Can You Hear Them
Crying? Meriwether Publishing, 1994. 14 pp.
A- 5+

Children view the horrors of the Holocaust in
a different light than adults. They are the innocent
and unprotected. This one act play portrays the
children's struggles and search for understanding
in their situation. It is set in a concentration camp
which was said to be the Jewish ghetto
"Theresienstadt" and was praised openly by the
world for its excellent treatment of Jews. This was
all Hitler's ploy to hide his atrocities from the
world. The children find beauty in remembering
the outside world. The art and reading teachers
help the children escape these horrors. We follow
the children through the flight of the last butterfly
in the camp as they watch fellow friends be killed
before their eyes. A train load of children is
brought into the camp and kept separate from
them because they are on their way to the
showers. The play ends with one of the survivors
of the ghetto telling us how many children were
killed and urging us to never forget.
One suitcase of the original poetry from these
children survived the war and is intertwined
within the play. This play would require strong
actors to give the full impact of the war. Cast
would include 13 females (six of which could be
played by men), one male, and numerous butterfly
dancers.

Kraus, Joanna H. Angel in the Night. Dramatic
Publishing, 1996.33 pp.
A 5+

As a young woman, Marysia Pawlina showed
extraordinary courage in the face of horrendous
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brutality and consequences. She hid four Jews for
over a year during the Holocaust. This play is the
story of her brave act and its consequences. The
story opens in a Chicago suburb as Pawlina
prepares to receive the Righteous Person award
for bravery in saving the lives of others. We then
fly back in time to May of 1942. Pawlina is 18
years old and finds her neighbor Golda, whose
husband has just been murdered, and her children
hiding in a mound of hay. We then follow these
people through the next year and a half as they
struggle to remain alive.
Mania joins the trio of fugitives at a later date
and struggles to stay with them. She has seen her
entire family murdered before her eyes and yearns
for the sunshine instead of the darkness of the
tunnel they hide in. Because of Mania's desire to
see the sun, Pawlina is discovered and sent to
prison camp for hiding Jews. The people she hides
escape safely and Pawlina, Mania, and Friedza
reunite after the war.
Because of the nature of this play, the actors
would need to be very strong. Nine women and
men are needed for this play (4 M, 4 W, 1 girl
with doubling). Since there are thirteen scenes
(several in different locations) settings would only
be suggested.

Samuels, Diane. Kindertransport.
Putnam, 1995. 17 pp extract.
A

will need to establish her own household. In the
same attic, and at the same time, we watch as
Helga prepares Eva for her journey to England on
the Kindertransport. They manage to get her a
passport and she teaches Eva how to sew buttons
while trying to prepare them both for the
upcoming separation.
After Evelyn leaves the attic, Faith finds a
box which contains a whistle and other items
which Eva brought with her from Germany. At
this same time, Eva leaves her parents with their
promise to join her shortly ringing in her young
ears. We watch as Eva enters the train, encounters
other children longing for their parents, and faces
an SS guard. The scene ends with the children
entering England and Helga finishing the story of
the Ratcatcher.
Five women and one man are needed for this
scene. The props would include a suitcase or
trunk, items found in an attic, and the Star of
David. This play would do best if the cast were
strong actors who could portray the sorrow and
heartache felt by those parting ways forever.

Willmott, Kevin and Averill, Ric. T-Moneyand
Wolf. Dramatic Publishing, 1994. 35 pp.
A 9+

Penguin

6+

Rubin whets our appetite for the rest of this
play by only giving us the first scene of Act One.
In this scene, we are introduced to the young Eva
and her older self, Evelyn, along with Eva's
mother, adopted mother, and daughter, Faith.
Throughout the scene, we flip between Evelyn
and Faith in the present, and Eva and her mother,
Helga, in the past.
Faith prepares to move into her own
apartment, much to the sorrow of her mother even
though she hides it well. They go through
Evelyn's things in the attic and decide what Faith
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Wow. This powerful piece takes us from the
1930's into the 1990's and shows us the similarity
between two cultures in a unique and impacting
way. We watch as two young boys of similar age
are drawn into a life unlike what they have known
before. T-Money, or Terry, is a black youth living
in Newark, New Jersey, in the 1990's while Wolf
is a white German youth in Munich, Germany, in
the 1930's. T-Money is anxious to earn money,
buy things, and be someone even though he
knows he will never be "someone." Wolf wants to
follow in his older brother's footsteps even when
he doesn't agree with some of the violence Stefan
commits.
T-Money becomes involved with Daddy
Mack who has him dealing drugs, running
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errands, and doing his work. He earns lots of
money and finds he likes the power money gives.
Through the course of this play, T-Money loses
his brother through violence, shoots and kills a
Nun, and watches as Daddy Mack turns up shot to
death. T-Money turns to violence and drugs to
forget what has happened.
Hitler's youth groups were a powerful draw to
those who wanted to belong and were willing to
try anything to follow their peers. Wolf was
drawn to this group through Stefan's influence.
By joining the group, the boys and girls are given
special privileges and more rations. Wolf has a
Jewish friend and a friend who was hiding her and
her family. By trying to get more rations for his
friend, Wolf inadvertently betrays him. When he
takes the food to Tim and Sarah, part of Stefan's
group follows him. When confronted, Sarah
admits she is a Jew but that Tim and Wolf had no
idea she was there. Tim backs Wolf up but Wolf
turns the story around so that he is innocent. In the
end, Wolf shoots Tim and then Stefan shoots
Sarah. This occurs simultaneously with T-Money
shooting the Nun.
This play will bring the parallels between
Hitler's youth and the youth of today closer to our
understanding. The cast is quite large -11 men and
9-11 women with extras if desired. At times, both
story lines are on the stage at the same time. We
also flip between the two pasts and the present of
a jail cell.

Shaw, Robert. The Man in the Glass Booth.
Samuel French, 1969, renewed 1996. 11 pp.

utter disregard for human life. As it turns out,
Arthur Goldman was a prisoner in a concentration
camp run by Dorff. Goldman felt he would be
taking the emotional baggage from the Jews who
survived and would be the target for the hatred of
the Nazi concentration camp officers. This excerpt
would require five men and three women.

Kushner, Tony. A Bright Room Called Day. Joyce
P. Ketay, 1987.36 pp.
B+ 9+

Because this play uses only excerpts,
explanations are required for us to follow the
story line. This play covers the last part of the
Weimar Republic just as Hitler comes to power.
The given scenes follow the struggle of Gotchling
and Agnes. Gotchling tries to convince Agnes to
either flee the country or hide others on their way
out of Germany. We witness Agnes' struggle to
choose between the safe and easy way and the
way her conscience dictates.
Paulinka and Baz discuss when they should
leave. Both decide to flee Germany and Baz tries
to convince Agnes to flee with one of them. In the
end, Agnes does not flee but allows Gotchling to
persuade her to hide others trying to escape.
If the entire play were performed, the
audience would have a great insight into the
thoughts and lives of those in pre-Hitler Germany.
For this excerpt, a cast of three women and two or
three men would be required. The playwright has
also left room for modernization of certain lines
and monologues.

B+ 9+

Also included is an excerpt from The Man in
the Glass Booth. We witness the fictional trial of
a Nazi impersonator named Arthur Goldman.
Until the trial, he is thought to be Adolf Karl
Dorff, a notorious and heartless killer in the
concentration camps. Through several witnesses
and Arthur's own confession, we piece together a
picture of a man with no conscience who had an
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Greenspan, Hank. "Voice" in Remnants. 1991. 2
pp.
A 9+

This short piece from Remnants is told from
the point of view of a child survivor of the war.
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The young girl has been so terrified that she could
not speak for two years after the SS came and
killed or took most of the people from the ghetto
she lived in. After the war, when she is placed in
a D.P. Camp for displaced persons, a doctor finds
her. Through the help of the doctor she is able to
find her voice. This is done by running in the hills
and opening her mouth to feel the air. She then
progresses to screaming as she runs which leads
to other sounds, which eventually leads to her
ability to speak. The monologue comes to a close
as she, very poignantly, tells of her view of the
different words used to describe the Holocaust.
She says "to me all our words, whatever we say
about the Holocaust, are just so many different
refinements of a cry. And the cry is just barely
salvaged from a scream. And the scream is just
barely salvaged from the silence." Through plays
like this, the silence will never be allowed to rule
over the truth.

force him to accept a punishment which he finally
realizes is the making of him.
This play would require three men and two
women and could take place in a typical early
1900's home. Because of its nature, students
viewing this play should discuss the Holocaust
and the events leading to it prior to going to the
theatre. They should also have a discussion
following their experience with the play.

••••

Radstrom, Niklas with translation by Frank
Gabriel Perry. Hitler's Childhood. Alan
Brodie Representation, 1983, Translation:
1995.55 pp.
B+ 7+

This play gives us an intimate view into what
Hitler must have endured while growing up in
Austria with his parents. While this play does not
attempt to explain away or excuse Hitler's actions
and atrocities, it does help the reader and viewer
see why he might have become who the world
later saw as the leader of the Third Reich.
We follow Hitler's family from his birth until
he is about 10 years old. Throughout this play, he
is abused by his father mentally and beaten with
a belt at whim. Hitler holds various conversations
with a Jew during which we watch his acceptance
of the Jew turn to hatred. Asides to the audience
remind them of what Hitler was to become. The
play ends after Hitler tries to run away from home
and is caught in the act. His parents mock him and
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Book Publishers
ALADDIN CLASSICS, see SIMON &
SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS
ALBERT WHITMAN & CO, 6340 Oakton Street,
Morton Grove, IL 50053-2723
ATHENEUM, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
BAREFOOT BOOKS, 41 Schermerhorn Street,
Suite 145, Brooklyn, New York, NY 112014845
BLUE SKY PRESS, 555 Broadway, New York,
NY 10012
CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2067 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140
CAROLRHODA PUBLISHING, 241 First Ave.
N, Minneapolis, NB 55401
CLARION BOOKS, 215 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10003
CONCORDIA, 3558 S. Jefferson Av., St. Louis,
MO 63118-3968
DIAL BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, see
PENGUIN USA
DOUBLEDAY PUBLISHING, 201 East 50th
Street, New York, NY 10022
DOUGLAS & MCINTYRE, 1700 Fourth Street,
Berkeley, CA 94710
DUTTON CHILDREN'S BOOKS, 345 Hudson
St., New York, NY 10014
FARRAR, STRAUS & GIROUX, 19 Union
Square W, New York, NY 10003
GOLDEN BOOKS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
INC., 50 Commerce, Dr., Trumbull, CT
06611
HARCOURT BRACE TRADE PUBLISHERS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS DIY, 525 B. St.,
Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101-4495
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN'S BOOKS, 10
E. 53 rd St., New York, NY 10022
HARPERTROPHY, see HARPERCOLLINS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
HENRY HOLT & CO., 115 W. 18 th St., New
York, NY 10011
HOLIDAY HOUSE, INC., 425 Madison Ave.,
New York, NY 10017
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LITTLE, BROWN & CO., 3 Center Plaza,
Boston, MA 02108
LOTHROP, LEE & SHEPARD BOOKS, see
WILLIAM MORROW AND CO.
MARSHALL CAVENDISH, 99 White Plains Rd.
Tarrytown, NY 10591
MINSTREL, see SIMON & SCHUSTER
NORTH-SOUTH BOOKS, 1123 Broadway, Suite
800, New York, NY 10010
ORCHARD BOOKS, 95 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10016
OWLET PAPERBACK, see HENRY HOLT &
CO.
PENGUIN USA, 375 Hudson St. New York, NY
10014
PFEIFER-HAMILTON PUBLISHING, 210 W
Michigan St. Duluth, MN 55802
PHILOMEL BOOKS, see PENGUINIPUTNAM
BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS
PHYLLIS FOGELMAN BOOKS, 345 Hudson,
St., New York, NY 10014
PUTNAM & GROSSET GROUP, 200 Madison
Ave., New York, NY 10016
RISING MOON, PO Box 1389, Flagstaff, AZ
86002
SCHOLASTIC INC., 555 Broadway, New York,
NY 10012
SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
VIKING, see PENGUINIPUTNAM BOOKS FOR
YOUNG READERS
VOYAGER BOOKS, see HARCOURT BRACE
WILLIAM MORROW BOOKS, 1350 Avenue of
Americas, New York, NY 10019

Play Publishers
PLAYWRIGHTS CANADA PRESS, 54
Wolseley St., 2 nd Fl. Toronto, Ontario,
CANADA, M5T 1A5
SCARECROW PRESS, INC., Rowrnan &
Littlefield Publishing Group, 4720 Boston
Way, Lunham MD 20706
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS, PO Box
7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819
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Article Index
Volume 20
September 1999 - June 2000
ABCs of Booktalking: Ideas to Help Produce Terrific
Booktalks, The. Broadway, Marsha D. Vol 20,
NovlDec:l.
ACTIVITIES WITH BOOKS
Instructional Activitiesfor the Second Millennium.
Livingston, Nancy and Lillian Reil. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:4.
Aragon, Stacie. When Pigs Fly. Vol 20, SeptlOct:6.
BIBLIOGRAPHIC SOURCES
Primer on Finding New Books, A. Livingston,
Nancy and Lillian Reil. Vol 20, JanIFeb: 1.
BOOKTALKING
ABCs of Booktalking: Ideas to Help Produce
Terrific Booktalks, The. Broadway, Marsha D.
Vol 20, NovlDec:1.
Broadway, Marsha D. ABCs of Booktalking: Ideas to
Help Produce Terrific Booktalks, The. Vol 20,
NovlDec:1.
CALDECOTT MEDAL WINNERS
When Pigs Fly. Aragon, Stacie. Vol 20,
SeptlOct:6.
CBPR Author Guidelines . . Vol 20, SeptlOct:l.
Classic Picture Books Chosen by the New York Public
Library. Livingston, Nancy and Lillian R. Reil.
Vol 20, May/Jun: 1.
Reil, Lillian. Paul Zelinsky: An Artist With a Thousand
Styles. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:5.
Reil, Lillian and Nancy Livingston.
Classic Picture Books Chosen by the New York
Public Library. Vol 20, May/Jun:l.
Instructional Activitiesfor the Second Millennium.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:4.
Primer on Finding New Books, A. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:1.
Instructional Activities for the Second Millennium.
Livingston, Nancy and Lillian Reil. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:4.
Jacobs, Jim.
New In Paperback. Vol 20, JanIFeb:24.
New In Paperback. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:24.
New in Paperback. Vol 20, May/Jun:29.
New In Paperback. Vol 20, NovlDec:24.
New In Paperback. Vol 20, SeptlOct:32.
Livingston, Nancy and Lillian R. Reil.
Classic Picture Books Chosen by the New York
Public Library. Vol 20, May/Jun:l.
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Instructional Activities for the Second Millennium.
Vol 20, JanIFeb:4.
Primer on Finding New Books, A. Vol 20,
JanIFeb:1.
New In Paperback. Jacobs, Jim. Vol 20, JanIFeb:24.
New In Paperback. Jacobs, Jim. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:24.
New In Paperback. Jacobs, Jim. Vol 20, May/Jun:29.
New In Paperback. Jacobs, Jim. Vol 20, NovlDec:24.
New In Paperback. Jacobs, Jim. Vol 20, SeptlOct:32.
Our Neighbor the Moon. Warner, Mary Lynn. Vol 20,
SeptlOct:2.
PICTURE BOOKS
Classic Picture Books Chosen by the New York
Public Library. Livingston, Nancy and Lillian R.
Reil. Vol 20, May/Jun: 1.
PICTURE BOOKS-MOON
Our Neighbor the Moon. Warner, Mary Lynn.
Vol 20, SeptlOct:2.
Primer on Finding New Books, A. Livingston, Nancy
and Lillian Reil. Vol 20, J anIF eb: 1.
READING IN CLASSROOM
Instructional Activities for the Second Millennium.
Livingston, Nancy and Lillian Rei!. Vol 20,
JanIFeb:4.
TUESDAY
When Pigs Fly. Aragon, Stacie. Vol 20,
SeptlOct:6.
Warner, Mary Lynn. Our Neighbor the Moon. Vol 20,
SeptlOct:2.
WIESNER, DAVID
When Pigs Fly. Aragon, Stacie. Vol 20,
SeptlOct:6.
When Pigs Fly. Aragon, Stacie. Vol 20, SeptlOct:6.
ZELINSKY, PAUL
Reil, Lillian. Paul Zelinsky: An Artist With a
Thousand Styles. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:5.
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Book Review Index
Volume 20
September 1999 - June 2000
23rd Psalm, The. Hague, Michael. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 13.
Abbie Against the Storm. Vaughan, Marcia. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:22.
About Twins. Kelly, Sheila M. and Shelley Rotner.
Vol 20, NovlDec:19.
About Twins. Rotner, Shelley and Sheila M. Kelly.
Vol 20, NovlDec:19.
Abraham's Battle, A Novel of Gettysburg. Banks,
Sara Harrell. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:9.
Alexander, Lloyd. Gypsy Rizka. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:S.
Almond, David. Skellig. Vol 20, JanlFeb:7.
Amah, The. Yep, Laurence. Vol 20, May/Jun:28.
Amanda Miranda. Peck, Richard. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: IS.
Amazing Animal Alphabet. Edwards, Richard.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct:l4.
Amazing Pop-up Music Book, The. Petty, Kate.
Vol 20, May/Jun:23.
Ancona, George. Charro: The Mexican Cowboy.
Vol 20, NovlDec:5.
And to Think That We Thought That We'd Never Be
Friends. Hoberman, Mary Ann. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:13.
Anderson, Janet S. Monkey Tree, The. Vol 20,
NovlDec:5.
Anderson, William. Laura's Album, A Remembrance
Scrapbook of Laura Ingalls Wilder. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:S.
April Wilson's Magpie Magic: A Tale of Colorful
Mischief Wilson, April. Vol 20, NovlDec:21.
Arlene Sardine. Raschka, Chris. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:26.
Arnold, Caroline. El Nino: Stormy Weather for
People and Wildlife. Vol 20, May/Jun:8.
Art of Science: A Pop-Up Adventure in Art, The.
Young, Jay. Vol 20, JanlFeb:23.
Asch, Frank. Song of the North. Vol 20, JanlFeb:7.
Ask the Bones. Olson, Arielle North and Howard
Schwartz. Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
Ask the Bones. Schwartz, Howard and Arielle North
Olson. Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
Avi. Midnight Magic. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:S.
A vi. Midnight Magic. Vol 20, May/Jun:8.
Axle Annie. Pulver, Robin. Vol 20, May/Jun:23.
Babe Didrikson Zaharias. Freedman, Russell.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 12.
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Bachelor Girl. MacBride, Roger Lea. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 16.
Backwater. Bauer, Joan. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:lO.
Balan, Bruce. Buoy: Home at Sea. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 8.
Ballard, Robert D. Ghost Liners: Exploring the
World's Greatest Ships. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:9.
Banks, Sara Harrell. Abraham's Battle, A Novel of
Gettysburg. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:9.
Barron, T. A. Mirror ofMerlin, The. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 8.
Bauer, Joan. Backwater. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 10.
Beetle and Me: A Love Story, The. Young, Karen
Romano. Vol 20, JanlFeb:23.
Big Stone, The. Garland, Michael. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 15.
Billingsley, Franny. Folk Keeper, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:8.
Blacklock, Dyan. Pankration: The Ultimate Game.
Vol 20, NovlDec:5.
Blanca's Father. Madrigal, Antonio Hernandez.
Vol 20, May/Jun:19.
Block, Lia Francesca. I Was a Teenage Fairy.
Vol 20, NovlDec:6.
Blue Willow. Conrad, Pam. Vol 20, May/Jun: 11.
Bluish. Harnliton, Virginia. Vol 20, May/Jun:16.
Bodett, Tom. Williwaw! Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 10.
Book of Flies, Real or Ohterwise, A. Michelson,
Richard. Vol 20, May/Jun:22.
Borden, Louise. Good Luck, Mrs. K! Vol 20,
JanlFeb:7.
Boys Lie. Neufeld, John. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:23.
Brave Margaret: An Irish Adventure. San Souci,
Robert. Vol 20, NovlDec:19.
Brett, Jan. Gingerbread Baby. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:9.
Bridges, Ruby. Through My Eyes. Vol 20,
May/Jun:9.
BriefHistory of Underwear, A. Lattimore, Deborah
Nourse. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:20.
Brown, Susan Taylor. Can I Pray With My Eyes
Open. Vol 20, NovlDec:6.
Brumbeau, Jeff. Quiltmaker's Gift, The. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:9.
Brumbeau, Jeff. Quilt Maker's Gift, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:9.
Bullfrog Pops. Walton, Rick. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:22.
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Bumblebee, Bumblebee, Do You Know Me? A
Garden Guessing Book. Rockwell, Anne.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:19.
Bundy, Nikki. On the Field. Vol 20, JanlFeb:8.
Bunny Bungalow. Rylant, Cynthia. Vol 20,
NovlDec:19.
Bunting, Eve.
Butterfly House. Vol 20, SepUOct: 11.
Picnic in October. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 10.
Buoy: Home at Sea. Balan, Bruce. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:8.
Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Secret Garden, The
(Limited Edition for Teachers). Vol 20,
May/Jun:l0.
Butler, Susan. Hermit Thrush Sings, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:8.
Butterfly House. Bunting, Eve. Vol 20, SepUOct: 11.
Caldecott Celebration, A. Marcus, Leonard S.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:17.
Can I Pray With My Eyes Open. Brown, Susan
Taylor. Vol 20, NovlDec:6.
Can You Hop? Lawston, Lisa. Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Can You Sing? Lawston, Lisa. Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Capek, Michael. Ticket to Jamaica, A. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:9.
Carle, Eric.
Very Clumsy Click Beetle, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:l0.
Very Lonely Firefly, The (Board Book). Vol 20,
May/Jun: 10.
Carolina Crow Girl. Hobbs, Valerie. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 13.
Carter, Siri M.l'm Tougher Than Asthma. Vol 20,
NovlDec:6.
Cassie, Brian. National Audubon Society First Field
Guide: Trees. Vol 20, SepUOct:ll.
Cast Two Shadows. Rinaldi, Ann. Vol 20,
SepUOct26.
Cecil in Space. Hite, Sid. Vol 20, SepUOctI8.
Celia and the Sweet, Sweet Water. Paterson,
Katherine. Vol 20, NovlDec:I6.
Charlie Muffin's Miracle Mouse. King-Smith, Dick.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:I5.
Charro: The Mexican Cowboy. Ancona, George.
Vol 20, NovlDec:5.
Child's Book ofArt: Discover Great Painting, A.
Micklethwait, Lucy. Vol 20, SepUOct22.
Child's Calendar, A. Updike, John. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:21.
Christmas Decorations Kids Can Make. Ross, Kathy.
Vol 20, NovlDec:I8.
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Christmas Orange, The. Gillmor, Don. Vol 20,
SepUOct: 16.
Christopoher, Matt. Mountain Bike Mania. Vol 20,
May/Jun: 11.
Cinderella. Perrault, Charles. Vol 20, NovlDec:17.
Classic Poetry: An Illustrated Collection. Rosen,
Michael, ed. Vol 20, SepUOct27.
Cleary, Brian. Mink, A Fink, A Skating Rink, A.
Vol 20, NovlDec:7.
Cleopatra VII, Daughter of the Nile. Gregory,
Kristiana. Vol 20, May/Jun:15.
Climo, Shirley. Persian Cinderella, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:9.
Clinton, Catherine. I, Too, Sing America. Vol 20,
NovlDec:7.
Clockwork. Pullman, Philip. Vol 20, SepUOct:25.
Cohen, Barbara and Barbara Lovejoy. Seven
Daughters and Seven Sons. Vol 20, SepUOct:l2.
Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen. Sheldon,
Dyan. Vol 20, NovlDec:20.
Conrad, Pam. Blue Willow. Vol 20, May/Jun: 11.
Cook-a-Doodle-Doo. Stevens, Janet and Susan
Stevens Crumrnel. Vol 20, JanlFeb:20.
Cool as a Cucumber, Hot as a Pepper: Fruit
Vegetables. Hughes, Meredith Sayles. Vol 20,
SepUOct: 19.
Cooper, Helen. Pumpkin Soup. Vol 20, JanlFeb:9.
Cooper, Margaret K. King of Shadows. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:lO.
Cotler, Amy. Secret Garden Cookbook: Recipes
Inspired by Frances Hodgson Burnett's The
Secret Garden, The. Vol 20, NovlDec:7.
Coulumbis, Audrey. Getting Near to Baby. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:lO.
Couloumbis, Audrey. Getting Near to Baby. Vol 20,
May/Jun:I2.
Coville, Bruce. William Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:IO.
Cowboy ABC, The. Demarest, Chris. Vol 20,
SepUOct 12.
Craddock, Sonia. Sleeping Boy. Vol 20, MarlApr: 11.
Crist-Evans, Craig. Moon Over Tennessee. Vol 20,
MarlApr: 11.
Crocodiles and Alligators. Simon, Seymour. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:19.
Cross, Gillian. Tightrope. Vol 20, May/Jun: 12.
Crumrnel, Susan Stevens and Janet Stevens. Cook-aDoodle Doo. Vol 20, JanlFeb:20.
Crystal Mountain, The. Sanderson, Ruth. Vol 20,
May/Jun:24.
Cuneo, Diane. Mary Louise Loses Her Manners.
Vol 20, May/Jun:13.
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Cutler, Jane. 'Gator Aid. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 12.
Daisy and the Beastie. Sinnnons, Jane. Vol 20,
May/Jun:24.
Dance, The. Evans, Richard Paul. Vol 20,
NovlDec:9.
Dave at Night. Levine, Gail Carson. Vol 20,
May/Jun:19.
David Goes to School. Shannon, David. Vol 20,
NovlDec:20.
DeFelice, Cynthia. Ghost of Fossil Glen. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 12.
Demarest, Chris. Cowboy ABC, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:12.
Dengler, Marianna. Fiddlin' Sam. Vol 20, JanlFeb:9.
Dessen, Sarah. Keeping the Moon: A Novel. Vol 20,
May/Jun:13.
Diakite, Baba Wague. Hatseller and the Monkeys,
The. Vol 20, JanlFeb:l0.
Dingwall, Cindy. Library Celebrations. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 13.
Discovering El Nino: How Fable and Fact Together
Help Explain the Weather. Seibert, Patricia.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:19.
Dove Song. Franklin, Kristine L. Vol 20, Jan/Feb: 11.
Doyle, Malachy. Jody's Beans. Vol 20, NovlDec:8.
Dr. White. Goodall, Jane. Vol 20, Jan/Feb: 12.
Drake, Jane and Ann Love. Kid's Guide to the
Millennium, The. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
Dunn, Opal. Hippety-Hop, Hippety-Hay. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb: 10.
DuQuette, Keith. House Book, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 13.
DuTemple, Lesley. North American Cranes. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 13.
Dyson, Marianne J. Space Station Science: Life in
Free Fall. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 12.
Edwards, Richard. Amazing Animal Alphabet.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct:14.
Ehrlich, Amy, Ed. When I Was Your Age. Volume 2:
. Vol 20, NovlDec:8.
EI Nino: Stormy Weather for People and Wildlife.
Arnold, Caroline. Vol 20, May/Jun:8.
Elizabeth I, Red Rose of the House of Tudor. Lasky,
Kathryn. Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Elizabeti's Doll. Stuve-Bodeen, Stephanie. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:29.
Empress of Elsewhere, The. Nelson, Theresa. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:23.
English, Karen. Francie. Vol 20, May/Jun:13.
Erandi's Braids. Madrigal, Antonio Hernandez.
Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
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Evans, Richard Paul. Dance, The. Vol 20,
NovlDec:9.
Eversole, Robyn. Red Berry Wool. Vol 20,
May/Jun:13.
Eye of the Great Bear. Wallace, Bill. Vol 20,
May/Jun:27.
Fabulous Monsters. Williams, Marcia. Vol 20,
May/Jun:27.
Farmer Brown Goes Round and Round. Sloat, Teri.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:20.
Fiddlin' Sam. Dengler, Marianna. Vol 20, JanlFeb:9.
Finger Folk. Lohnes, Marilyn. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield. Understood Betsy. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb: 11.
Fleischman, Paul.
Mind's Eye. Vol 20, NovlDec:9.
Weslandia. Vol 20, May/Jun:14.
Fletcher, Ralph. Flying Solo. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 14.
Flying Solo. Fletcher, Ralph. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 14.
Folk Keeper, The. Billingsley, Franny. Vol 20,
May/Jun:8.
Francie. English, Karen. Vol 20, May/Jun:13.
Frankenfrog. Kennedy, Kim. Vol 20, JanlFeb:14.
Franklin, Kristine L. Dove Song. Vol 20, JanlFeb: 11.
Freedman, Russell. Babe Didrikson Zaharias.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 12.
Frightful's Mountain. George, Jean Craighead.
Vol 20, May/Jun:15.
Garland, Michael. Big Stone, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 15.
Gaskins, Pearl Fuyo. What Are You? Voices of
Mixed-Race Young People. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 16.
Gate in the Wall, The. Howard, Ellen. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 19.
'Gator Aid. Cutler, Jane. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 12.
George, Jean Craighead. Frightful's Mountain.
Vol 20, May/Jun:15.
Getting Near to Baby. Couloumbis, Audrey. Vol 20,
May/Jun:12 .
Getting Near to Baby. Coulumbis, Audrey. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 10.
Gherman, Beverly. Norman Rockwell: Storyteller
with a Brush. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 13.
Ghost Liners: Exploring the World's Greatest Ships.
Ballard, Robert D. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:9.
Ghost of Fossil Glen. DeFelice, Cynthia. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 12.
Gibbons, Fay. Mama and Me and the Model T.
Vol 20, Jan/Feb:12.
Gillrnor, Don. Christmas Orange, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 16.
Gingerbread Baby. Brett, Jan. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:9.
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Girl Who Hated Books, The. Pawagi, Manjusha.
Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
Goblin Baby, The. Mills, Lauren. Vol 20,
May/Jun:22.
Godhanger. King-Smith, Dick. Vol 20, NovlDec:13.
Goldin, Barbara Diamond. Journeys With Elijah.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 16.
Gonefrom Home. Johnson, Angela. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 19.
Good Girl Work. Gourley, Catharine. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 17.
Good Luck, Mrs. K! Borden, Louise. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:7.
Good Night: A Pop-Up Lullaby. Pienkowski, Jan.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:1S.
Goodall, Jane. Dr. White. Vol 20, JanlFeb:12.
Gordon, Amy. When JFK Was My Father. Vol 20,
NovlDec:9.
Gorman, Carol. Lizard Flanagan, Supermodel.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct:l7.
Gourley, Catharine. Good Girl Work. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 17.
Grandma Chickenlegs. McCaughrean, Geraldine.
Vol 20, May/Jun:21.
Grandmother Winter. Root, Phyllis. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 19.
Grandmother's Song. Soros, Barbara. Vol 20,
May/Jun:25.
Green Thumb. Thomas, Rob. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 2 1.
Gregory, Kristiana. Cleopatra VII, Daughter of the
Nile. Vol 20, May/Jun:15.
Gregory, Valiska. Valentine for Norman Noggs, A.
Vol 20, May/Jun: 16.
Grove, Vicki. Reaching Dustin. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 17.
Guthrie, Woody. This Land is Your Land. Vol 20,
NovlDec:10.
Gutman, Dan. Jackie and Me. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 13.
Gypsy Rizka. Alexander, Lloyd. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:S.
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Just Ella. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:12.
Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Just Ella. Vol 20,
NovlDec:10.
Haduch, Bill. Twister. Vol 20, May/Jun:16.
Hague, Michael. 23rd Psalm, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 13.
Halloween Pie. Tunnel, Michael o. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 2 1.
Harris, Robie H. It's So Amazing. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 13.
Hatseller and the Monkeys, The. Diakite, Baba
Wague. Vol 20, JanlFeb:10.
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Here Comes Mother Goose. Opie, lona. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 17.
Hermet Thrush Sings, The. Butler, Susan. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:8.
Hill, Ernest. Life for a Life: A Novel, A. Vol 20,
NovlDec:11.
Hippety-Hop, Hippety-Hay. Dunn, Opal. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:10.
Hite, Sid. Cecil in Space. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:lS.
Hoban, Russell. Sea Thing Child, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:17.
Hobbs, Valerie. Carolina Crow Girl. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 13.
Hoberman, Mary Ann. And to Think That We
Thought That We'd Never Be Friends. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 13.
Holland, Isabelle. Paperboy. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 14.
Holm, Jennifer L. Our Only May Amelia. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 14.
Holt, Kimberley Willis. When Zachary Beaver Came
to Town. Vol 20, NovlDec:ll.
Hooks, William H. Legend of the Christmas Rose,
The. Vol 20, JanlFeb:14.
Hooway for Wodney Wat. Lester, Helen. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 15.
Hopkins, Lee Bennett. Spectacular Science: A Book
of Poems. Vol 20, May/Jun: 17.
Horvath, Polly. Trolls. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:1S.
House Book, The. DuQuette, Keith. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 13.
Howard, Ellen. Gate in the Wall, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 19.
Hoyt-Goldsmith, Diane. Las Posadas: A Hispanic
Christmas Celebration. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 14.
Hughes, Meredith Sayles. Cool as a Cucumber, Hot
as a Pepper: Fruit Vegetables. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 19.
Hughes, Shirley. Lion and the Unicorn, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 14.
Hurd, Thacher. Santa Mouse and the Ratdeer.
Vol 20, NovlDec: 12.
I, Too, Sing America. Clinton, Catherine. Vol 20,
NovlDec:7.
I Was a Teenage Fairy. Block, Lia Francesca.
Vol 20, NovlDec:6.
I'm Sorry, Almira Ann. Kurtz, Jane. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:15.
I'm Tougher Than Asthma. Carter, Siri M. Vol 20,
NovlDec:6.
lfThat Breathes Fire, We're Toast! Stewart, Jennifer
J. Vol 20, May/Jun:26.
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It's So Amazing. Harris, Robie H. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 13.
Jackie and Me. Gutman, Dan. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 13.
Jane On Her Own. Le Guin, Ursula K. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:20.
Jeremy: The Tale of an Honest Bunny. Karon, Jan.
Vol 20, May/Jun:18.
Jet Alphabet Book, The. Pallotta, Jerry. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:24.
Jody's Beans. Doyle, Malachy. Vol 20, NovlDec:8.
Johnson, Angela. Gonefrom Home. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 19.
Johnston, Tony. Old Shell, An. Vol 20, May/Jun:17.
Jordan, Sherry!. Raging Quiet, The. Vol 20,
NovlDec:12.
Joseph: 1861--Rumble of War. Pryor, Bonnie.
Vol 20, May/Jun:23.
Joseph Had a Little Overcoat. Taback, Simms.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:20.
Journeys With Elijah. Goldin, Barbara Diamond.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 16.
Joy to the World: Christmas Stories from Around the
Globe. Pirotta, Savior. Vol 20, NovlDec: 17.
Just Ella. Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb: 12.
Just Ella. Haddix, Margaret Peterson. Vol 20,
NovlDec:10.
Kaplan, William and Shelley Tanaka. One More
Border: The True Story of One Family's Excape
from War-Torn Europe. Vol 20, May/Jun:17.
Karim., Roberta. Kindle Me a Riddle: A Pioneer
Story. Vol 20, NovlDec:13.
Karon, Jan. Jeremy: The Tale of an Honest Bunny.
Vol 20, May/Jun:18.
Keeping the Moon: A Novel. Dessen, Sarah. Vol 20,
May/Jun:13.
Kehret, Peg. Shelter Dogs. Vol 20, NovlDec:13.
Kelly, Sheila M. and Shelley Rotner. About Twins.
Vol 20, NovlDec:19.
Kennedy, Kim. Frankenfrog. Vol 20, JanlFeb:14.
Kid's Guide to the Millennium, The. Drake, Jane and
Ann Love. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
Kid's Guide to the Millennium, The. Love, Ann and
Jane Drake. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
Killer's Cousin, The. Werlin, Nancy. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:30.
Kindle Me a Riddle: A Pioneer Story. Karim,
Roberta. Vol 20, NovlDec:13.
King ofShadows. Cooper, Margaret K. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 1O.
King-Smith, Dick. Charlie Muffin'S Miracle Mouse.
Vol 20, Jan/Feb:15.
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King-Smith, Dick. Godhanger. Vol 20, NovlDec:13.
Kretzer-Malvehy, Terry. Passage to Little Bighorn.
Vol 20, Jan/Feb:15.
Kurtz, Jane. I'm Sorry, Almira Ann. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 15.
Las Posadas: A Hispanic Christmas Celebration.
Hoyt-Goldsmith, Diane. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 14.
Lasky, Kathryn. Elizabeth I, Red Rose of the House
of Tudor. Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Last Straw, The. Thury, Frederick H. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:21.
Lattimore, Deborah Nourse. BriefHistory of
Underwear, A. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:20.
Laura's Album, A Remembrance Scrapbook of Laura
Ingalls Wilder. Anderson, William. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:8.
Lawston, Lisa. Can You Hop? Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Lawston, Lisa. Can You Sing? Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Le Guin, Ursula K. Jane On Her Own. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:20.
Legend of the Christmas Rose, The. Hooks, William
H. Vol 20, Jan/Feb:14.
Lester, Helen. Hooway for Wodney Wat. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 15.
Lester, Julius. Uncle Remus: The Complete Tales.
Vol 20, May/Jun:19.
Leuck, Laura. My Monster Mama Loves Me. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 15.
Levine, Gail Carson. Dave at Night. Vol 20,
May/Jun:19.
Lewis, C. S. World ofNarnia: The Wood Between
the Worlds, The. Vol 20, JanlFeb:16.
Library Celebrations. Dingwall, Cindy. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 13.
Lifefor a Life: A Novel, A. Hill, Ernest. Vol 20,
NovlDec:l1.
Lion and the Unicorn, The. Hughes, Shirley. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 14.
Lion's Hunger: Poems of First . Turner, Ann. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:29.
Lishak, Anthony. Row Your Boat. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:20.
Lisle, Janet Taylor. Lost Flower Children, The.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:16.
Little Bunny on the Move. McCarty, Peter. Vol 20,
May/Jun:21.
Little Red Hen Makes a Pizza, The. Sturges,
Philemon. Vol 20, May/Jun:26.
Lizard Flanagan, Supermodel. Gorman, Carol.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 17.
Lohnes, Marilyn. Finger Folk. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
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London, Jonathon. Waterfall, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:17.
Long, Sylvia. Sylvia Long's Mother Goose. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:15.
Lord of the Fries. Wynne-Jones, Tim. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:22.
Lost Flower Children, The. Lisle, Janet Taylor.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:16.
Love, Ann and Jane Drake. Kid's Guide to the
Millennium, The. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
Lovejoy, Barbara and Barbara Cohen. Seven
Daughters and Seven Sons. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 12.
Lum, Kate. "What!" Cried Granny: An Almost
Bedtime Story. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 15.
Lunge-Larsen, Lise. Troll With No Heart in His Body
and Other Tales of Trolls from Norway, The.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 16.
Lynch, Chris. Whitechurch. Vol 20, JanlFeb:17.
MacBride, Roger Lea. Bachelor Girl. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 16.
Madrigal, Antonio Hernandez.
Blanca's Father. Vol 20, May/Jun:19.
Erandi's Braids. Vol 20, NovlDec:14.
Maier, Paul L. Very First Easter, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:20.
Mama and Me and the Model T. Gibbons, Fay.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:12.
Marcus, Leonard S. Caldecott Celebration, A.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:17.
Marsh, Valerie. Storytelling with Shapes and
Numbers. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:2I.
Mary Louise Loses Her Manners. Cuneo, Diane.
Vol 20, May/Jun:13.
Mary's First Christmas. Wangerin, Walter Jr.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:22.
Mayer, Marianna. Prince and the Pauper, The.
Vol 20, May/Jun:20.
McCarty, Peter. Little Bunny on the Move. Vol 20,
May/Jun:21.
McCaughrean, Geraldine. Grandma Chickenlegs.
Vol 20, May/Jun:2I.
McDonough, Y ona Zeldis. Sisters in Strength:
American Women Who Made a Difference.
Vol 20, May/Jun:22.
Mead, Alice. Soldier Mom. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 17.
Memory Coat, The. Woodruff, Elvira. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:30.
Menick, Stephen. Muffin Child, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:22.
Michelson, Richard. Book of Flies, Real or
Ohterwise, A. Vol 20, May/Jun:22.
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Micklethwait, Lucy. Child's Book ofArt: Discover
Great Painting, A. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:22.
Midnight Magic. Avi. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:8.
Midnight Magic. Avi. Vol 20, May/Jun:8.
Mills, Lauren. Goblin Baby, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:22.
Mind's Eye. Fleischman, Paul. Vol 20, NovlDec:9.
Mink, A Fink, A Skating Rink, A. Cleary, Brian.
Vol 20, NovlDec:7.
Miranda's Last Stand. Whelan, Gloria. Vol 20,
May/Jun:27.
Mirror of Merlin, The. Barron, T. A .. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 8.
Mitton, Jacqueline. Zoo in the Sky: A Book of Animal
Constellations. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:23.
Monkey Tree, The. Anderson, Janet S. Vol 20,
NovlDec:5.
Moon Over Tennessee: A Boy's Civil War Journal.
Crist-Evans, Craig. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: II.
Moore, Clement Clark. Night Before Christmas, The.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:18.
Mora, Pat. Rainbow Tulip, The. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 17.
Morris's Disappearing Bag. Wells, Rosemary.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:22.
Mountain Bike Mania. Christopoher, Matt. Vol 20,
May/Jun: 11.
Mouse ofAmherst, The. Spires, Elizabeth. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:20.
Muffin Child, The. Menick, Stephen. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:22.
Muir, John. Stickeen. Vol 20, NovlDec:15.
Murphy, Mary. Roxie and Bo Together. Vol 20,
NovlDec: 15.
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. Wind Child. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:18.
My Monster Mama Loves Me. Leuck, Laura. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 15.
Myths, Legends, and Tales. Perry, Phyllis. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:24.
National Audubon Society First Field Guide: Trees.
Cassie, Brian. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 11.
Neirnark, Anne E .. Wild Heart: The Story ofJoy
Adamson, Author of Born Free. Vol 20,
NovlDec:15.
Nelson, Theresa. Empress of Elsewhere, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:23.
Neufeld, John. Boys Lie. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:23.
Night Before Christmas, The. Moore, Clement
Clarke. Vol 20, JanlFeb:18.
Norman Rockwell: Storyteller with a Brush.
Gherrnan, Beverly. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 13.
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North American Cranes. DuTemple, Lesley. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct: 13.
Old Dog Cora and the Christmas Tree. Powell,
Consie. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 19.
Old Shell, An. Johnston, Tony. Vol 20, May/Jun:17.
Olson, Arielle North and Howard Schwartz. Ask the
Bones. Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
On the Field. Bundy, Nikki. Vol 20, JanlFeb:8.
One More Border: The True Story of One Family's
Excapefrom War-Torn Europe. Kaplan,
William and Shelley Tanaka. Vol 20,
MaylJun:17.
Opie, lona. Here Comes Mother Goose. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:17.
Our Only May Amelia. Holm, Jennifer L. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 14.
Out of the Wilderness. Vanasse, Deb. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:21.
Pallotta, Jerry. Jet Alphabet Book, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:24.
Pankration: The Ultimate Game. Blacklock, Dyan.
Vol 20, NovlDec:5.
Paperboy. Holland, Isabelle. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 14.
Passage to Little Bighorn. Kretzer-Malvehy, Terry.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:15.
Paterson, Katherine. Celia and the Sweet, Sweet
Water. Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
Pawagi, Manjusha. Girl Who Hated Books, The.
Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
Peck, Richard. Amanda Miranda. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 18.
Pegasus, the Flying Horse. Yolen, Jane. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:31.
Perrault, Charles. Cinderella. Vol 20, NovlDec:17.
Perry, Phyllis. Myths, Legends, and Tales. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:24.
Persian Cinderella, The. Climo, Shirley. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:9.
Petty, Kate. Amazing Pop-up Music Book, The.
Vol 20, May/Jun:23.
Picnic in October. Bunting, Eve. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 10.
Pienkowski, Jan. Good Night: A Pop-Up Lullaby.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 18.
Pirotta, Savior. Joy to the World: Christmas Stories
from Around the Globe. Vol 20, NovlDec: 17.
Plourde, Lynn. Wild Child. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 19.
Polacco, Patricia.
Thank You, Mr. Falker. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:24.
Welcome Comfort. Vol 20, JanlFeb:18.
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Pompeii: The Day a City was Buried. Rice,
Christopher and Melanie Rice. Vol 20,
NovlDec:18.
Pompeii: The Day a City was Buried. Rice, Melanie
and Christopher Rice. Vol 20, NovlDec: 18.
Potok, Chairn. Zebra and Other Stories. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:25.
Powell, Consie. Old Dog Cora and the Christmas
Tree. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:19.
Prince and the Pauper, The. Mayer, Marianna.
Vol 20, May/Jun :20.
Pryor, Bonnie. Joseph: 1861--Rumble of War.
Vol 20, May/Jun:23.
Pullman, Philip. Clockwork. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:25.
Pulver, Robin. Axle Annie. Vol 20, MaylJun:23.
Pumpkin Fiesta. Yacowitz, Caryn. Vol 20,
NovlDec:22.
Pumpkin Soup. Cooper, Helen. Vol 20, JanlFeb:9.
Quilt Maker's Gift, The. Brumbeau, Jeff. Vol 20,
May/Jun:9.
Quiltmaker's Gift, The. Brumbeau, Jeff. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:9.
Radunsky, Vladimir. Yucka Drucka Droni. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:25.
Raging Quiet, The. Jordan, Sherry!. Vol 20,
NovlDec:12.
Rainbow Tulip, The. Mora, Pat. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 17.
Raising Yoder's Barn. Yolen, Jane. Vol 20,
NovlDec:22.
Raschka, Chris. Arlene Sardine. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:26.
Reaching Dustin. Grove, Vicki. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 17.
Red Berry Wool. Eversole, Robyn. Vol 20,
May/Jun:13.
Rewind. Sleator, William. Vol 20, MaylJun:25.
Rice, Christopher and Melanie Rice. Pompeii: The
Day a City was Buried. Vol 20, NovlDec:18.
Rice, Melanie and Christopher Rice. Pompeii: The
Day a City was Buried. Vol 20, NovlDec: 18.
Rinaldi, Ann. Cast Two Shadows. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:26.
Rockwell, Anne. Bumblebee, Bumblebee, Do You
Know Me? A Garden Guessing Game. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:19.
Root, Phyllis. Grandmother Winter. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 19.
Rosen, Michael, ed. Classic Poetry: An Illustrated
Collection. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:27.
Ross, Kathy. Christmas Decorations Kids Can Make.
Vol 20, NovlDec:18.
Rotner, Shelley and Sheila M. Kelly. About Twins.
Vol 20, NovlDec:19.
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Row Your Boat. Lishak, Anthony. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:20.
Roxie and Bo Together. Murphy, Mary. Vol 20,
NovlDec:15.
Rubin, Susan Goldman. Toilets, Toasters, and
Telephones: The How and Why of Everyday
Objects. Vol 20, Sept/Oct27.
Rylant, Cynthia. Bunny Bungalow. Vol 20,
NovlDec:19.
San Souci, Robert. Brave Margaret: An Irish
Adventure. Vol 20, NovlDec:19.
Sanderson, Ruth. Crystal Mountain, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:24.
Santa Mouse and the Ratdeer. Hurd, Thacher.
Vol 20, NovlDec:12.
Savage, Deborah. Summer Hawk. Vol 20,
NovlDec:20.
Schwartz, Howard and Arielle North Olson. Ask the
Bones. Vol 20, NovlDec:16.
Sea Thing Child, The. Hoban, Russell. Vol 20,
May/Jun: 17.
Secret Garden Cookbook: Recipes Inspired by
Frances Hodgson Burnett's The Secret Garden,
The. Cotler, Amy. Vol 20, NovlDec:7.
Secret Garden, The (Limited Edition for Teachers).
Burnett, Frances Hodgson. Vol 20, May/Jun:l0.
Sector 7. Wiesner, David. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:23.
Seibert, Patricia. Discovering EI Nino: How Fable
and Fact Together Help Explain the Weather.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:19.
Seidler, Tor. Silent Spillbills, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:28.
Seven Daughters and Seven Sons. Cohen, Barbara
and Barbara Lovejoy. Vol 20, Sept/Oct 12.
Seven Daughters and Seven Sons. Lovejoy, Barbara
and Barbara Cohen. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:l2.
Shannon, David. David Goes to School. Vol 20,
NovlDec:20.
Sheldon, Dyan. Confessions of a Teenage Drama
Queen. Vol 20, NovlDec:20.
Shelter Dogs. Kehret, Peg. Vol 20, NovlDec:13.
Shriver, Maria. What's Heaven. Vol 20, May/Jun:24.
Sierra, Judy. Tasty Baby Belly Buttons. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:28.
Silent Spillbills, The. Seidler, Tor. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:28.
Simmons, Jane. Daisy and the Beastie. Vol 20,
May/Jun:24.
Simon, Seymour. Crocodiles and Alligators. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 19.
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Sisters in Strength: American Women Who Made a
Difference. McDonough, Yona Zeldis. Vol 20,
May/Jun:22.
Skellig. Almond, David. Vol 20, JanlFeb:7.
Sleator, William. Rewind. Vol 20, May/Jun:25.
Sleeping Boy. Craddock, Sonia. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 11.
Sloat, Teri. Farmer Brown Goes Round and Round.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:20.
Soldier Mom. Mead, Alice. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 17.
Song of the North. Asch, Frank. Vol 20, JanlFeb:7.
Soros, Barbara. Grandmother's Song. Vol 20,
May/Jun:25.
Space Station Science: Life in Free Fall. Dyson,
Marianne J. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 12.
Spectacular Science: A Book ofPoems. Hopkins, Lee
Bennett. Vol 20, May/Jun: 17.
Spires, Elizabeth. Mouse ofAmherst, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:20.
Stevens, Janet and Susan Stevens Crurnmel. Cook-aDoodle-Doo. Vol 20, JanlFeb:20.
Stewart, Jennifer J. If That Breathes Fire, We're
Toast! Vol 20, May/Jun:26.
Stickeen. Muir, John. Vol 20, NovlDec:15.
Storytelling with Shapes and Numbers. Marsh,
Valerie. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:21.
Sturges, Philemon. Little Red Hen Makes a Pizza,
The. Vol 20, May/Jun:26.
Stuve-Bodeen, Stephanie. Elizabeti's Doll. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct29.
Summer Hawk. Savage, Deborah. Vol 20,
NovlDec:20.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Sword Song. Vol 20,
NovlDec:21.
Sword Song. Sutcliff, Rosemary. Vol 20,
NovlDec:21.
Sylvia Long's Mother Goose. Long, Sylvia. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 15.
Taback, Simms. Joseph Had a Little Overcoat.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:20.
Tasty Baby Belly Buttons. Sierra, Judy. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:28.
Thank You, Mr. Falker. Polacco, Patricia. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:24.
This Land is Your Land. Guthrie, Woody. Vol 20,
NovlDec:10.
Thomas, John E. Ultimate Book of Kid Concoctions,
The. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:29.
Thomas, Rob. Green Thumb. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:21.
Through My Eyes. Bridges, Ruby. Vol 20,
May/Jun:9.
Thury, Frederick H. Last Straw, The. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:21.
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Ticket to Jamaica, A. Capek, Michael. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:9.
Tightrope. Cross, Gillian. Vol 20, May/Jun: 12.
Toilets, Toasters, and Telephones: The How and
Why of Everyday Objects. Rubin, Susan
Goldman. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:27.
Troll With No Heart in His Body and Other Tales of
Trolls from Norway, The. Lunge-Larsen, Lise.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 16.
Trolls. Horvath, Polly. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:l8.
Tseng, Grace. White Tiger, Blue Serpent. Vol 20,
May/Jun:26.
Tunnel, Michael O. Halloween Pie. Vol 20,
MarlApr:21.
Turner, Ann. Lion's Hunger: Poems of First Love, A.
Vol 20, Sept/Oct:29.
Twister. Haduch, Bill. Vol 20, May/Jun: 16.
Ultimate Book of Kid Concoctions, The. Thomas,
John E. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:29.
Uncle Remus: The Complete Tales. Lester, Julius.
Vol 20, May/Jun:19.
Understood Betsy. Fisher, Dorothy Canfield. Vol 20,
JanlFeb: 11.
Updike, John. Child's Calendar, A. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:21.
Valentine for Norman Noggs, A. Gregory, Valiska.
Vol 20, May/Jun:16.
Vanasse, Deb. Out of the Wilderness. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:21.
Vaughan, Marcia. Abbie Against the Storm. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:22.
Very Clumsy Click Beetle, The. Carle, Eric. Vol 20,
MaylJun:10.
Very First Easter, The. Maier, Paul L. Vol 20,
May/Jun:20.
Very Lonely Firefly, The (Board Book). Carle, Eric.
Vol 20, May/Jun:l0.
Wallace, Bill. Eye of the Great Bear. Vol 20,
May/Jun:27 .
Walton, Rick. Bullfrog Pops. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:22.
Wangerin, Walter Jr. Mary's First Crhistrnas. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb:22.
Waterfall, The. London, Jonathon. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb: 17.
Welcome Comfort. Polacco, Patricia. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb:18.
Wells, Rosemary. Morris's Disappearing Bag.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:22.
Werlin, Nancy. Killer's Cousin, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:30.
Weslandia. Fleischman, Paul. Vol 20, May/Jun:14.
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What Are You? Voices ofMixed-Young People.
Gaskins, Pearl Fuyo. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:l6.
''W hatl" Crirl G :ranny: AnAlnostBe:itin e Story.
Lum ,KatE.Vo120,M ar,4:\.pr15.

What's Heaven. Shriver, Maria. Vol 20, May/Jun:24.
Whelan, Gloria. Miranda's Last Stand. Vol 20,
May/Jun:27.
When I Was Your Age, Volume 2: Original Stories
About Growing Up. Ehrlich, Amy, Ed .. Vol 20,
NovlDec:8.
When JFK Was My Father. Gordon, Amy. Vol 20,
NovlDec:9.
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town. Holt,
Kimberley Willis. Vol 20, NovlDec:ll.
White Tiger, Blue Serpent. Tseng, Grace. Vol 20,
May/Jun:26.
Whitechurch. Lynch, Chris. Vol 20, JanlFeb: 17.
Wiesner, David. Sector 7. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:23.
Wild Child. Plourde, Lynn. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 19.
Wild Heart: The Story ofJoy Adamson, Author of
Born Free. Neirnark, Anne E. Vol 20,
NovlDec:15.
William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. Coville,
Bruce. Vol 20, Mar/Apr: 10.
Williams, Marcia. Fabulous Monsters. Vol 20,
May/Jun:27.
Williwaw! Bodett, Tom. Vol 20, Sept/Oct: 10.
Wilson, April. April Wilson's Magpie Magic: A Tale
of Colorful Mischief Vol 20, NovlDec:21.
Wind Child. Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:18.
Wizard's Map, The. Yolen, Jane. Vol 20,
NovlDec:22.
Woodruff, Elvira. Memory Coat, The. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:30.
World ofNarnia: The Wood Between the Worlds,
The. Lewis, C. S. Vol 20, JanlFeb:16.
Wynne-Jones, Tim. Lord of the Fries. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb:22.
Yacowitz, Caryn. Pumpkin Fiesta. Vol 20,
NovlDec:22.
Yep, Laurence. Amah, The. Vol 20, May/Jun:28.
Yolen, Jane.
Pegasus, the Flying Horse. Vol 20, Sept/Oct:31.
RaiSing Yoder's Barn. Vol 20, NovlDec:22.
Wizard's Map, The. Vol 20, NovlDec:22.
Young, Jay. Art of Science: A Pop-Up Adventure in
Art, The. Vol 20, Jan/Feb:23.
Young, Karen Romano. Beetle and Me: A Love
Story, The. Vol 20, JanlFeb:23.
Yucka Drucka Droni. Radunsky, Vladimir. Vol 20,
Sept/Oct:25.
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Zebra and Other Stories. Potok, Chaim. Vol 20,
SepUOct:25.
Zoo in the Sky: A Book ofAnimal Constellations.
Mitton, Jacqueline. Vol 20, SepUOct:23.
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Play Review Index
Volume 20
September 1999 - June 2000
CLASS ACTS: Six Plays for Children. Hamill, Tony.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:29.
Congdon, Constance. Beauty and the Beast. Vol 20,
May/Jun:33.
Capetown City Kite Crisis, The. Deverell, Rex.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:30.
Crosses to Bear. McCampbell, Bryan. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:28.
Dastardly Doctor Devereaux, The. St. John, Billy.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:29.
David Copperfield. Sodaro, Craig. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:30.
Deverell, Rex. Copetown City Kite Crisis, The.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:30.
Dogbrain. Weller, Michael. Vol 20, May/Jun:35.
Dom, Patrick Rainville. Gingerbread Man, The.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:26.
Dramatizing Classic Poetry for Middle and High
School Students. Thistle, Louis. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:30.
Duke Kahanamoka vs. the Surfnappers. Overmeyer,
Eric. Vol 20, May/Jun:35.
East of the Sun and West of the Moon. Howe, Tina.
Vol 20, May/Jun:34.
Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play
Project. Jennings, Coleman A. Vol 20,
May/Jun:32.
Emma. Asher, Sandra Fenichel. Vol 20, JanlFeb:26.
Fancoeur, Bill and Tim Kelly. Wagon Wheels West.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:27.
Flippin'In. Chis lett, Anne. Vol 20, May/Jun:31.
Flippin 'In and Then and Now, Two Theatre for
Young Audience Plays. Chislett, Anne. Vol 20,
May/Jun:31.
Foon, Dennis. Short Tree and the Bird that Could
Not Sing, The. Vol 20, NovlDec:26.
Fortress (One Act). Scanlan, Michael. Vol 20,
N ovlDec:29.
Ghoul School. Jackson, R. Eugene. Vol 20,
NovlDec:28.
Gingerbread Man, The. Dom, Patrick Rainville.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:26.

Adventures of NATE the GREA T, The. Sterling,
Pamela. Vol 20, NovlDec:30.
Alex and the Shrink World. Averill, Ric. Vol 20,
NovlDec:26.
Angel in the Night. Kraus, Joanna H. Vol 20,
May/Jun:37.
Asher, Sandra Fenichel. Emma. Vol 20, JanlFeb:26.
Averill, Ric. Alex and the Shrink World. Vol 20,
NovlDec:26.
Averill, Ric and Kevin Willmott. T-Money and Wolf
Vol 20, NovlDec:33.
Basic Drama Sketches, Volume Two: A Series of
Low-Royalty Plays for the Beginning Teenage
Actor or Actress. Millar, Judy. Vol 20,
NovlDec:28.
Beauty and the Beast. Congdon, Constance. Vol 20,
May/Jun:33.
Beware the Quickly Who. Nicol, Eric. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:32.
Bolt, Carol. My Best Friend is Twelve Feet High.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:30.
Boy Who Left Home to Find Out About the Shivers,
The. Bush, Max. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:26.
Bright Room Called Day, A. Kushner, Tony. Vol 20,
May/Jun:39.
Burdett, Lois.
Macbethfor Kids. Vol 20, JanlFeb:26.
Midsummer Night's Dream for Kids, A. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:26.
Romeo and Julietfor Kids. Vol 20, JanlFeb:26.
Twelfth Nightfor Kids. Vol 20, JanlFeb:26.
Bush, Max. Boy Who Left Home to Find Out About
the Shivers, The. Vol 20, Mar/Apr:26.
Can You Hear Them Crying? Stringer, Virginia
Burton. Vol 20, May/Jun:37.
Chicago Gypsies, The. Koste, V. Glasgow. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:27.
Chislett, Anne.
Flippin' In. Vol 20, May/Jun:31.
Flippin' In and Then and Now, Two Theatre for
Young Audience Plays. Vol 20, May/Jun:31.
Then and Now. Vol 20, May/Jun:31.
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Glore, John and Silversher. Rhubarb Jam. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:27.
Grant, Cynthia et. al. Love and Work Enough.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:3l.
Great Ice Cream Scheme, The. St. John, Billy.
Vol 20, Jan/Feb:30.
Great Monologues for Young Actors: Volume II.
Slaight, Craig and Jack Sharrar. Vol 20,
NovlDec:30.
Greenspan, Hank. "Voice" in Remnants. Vol 20,
May/Jun:39.
Hackbarth, Judith A. ZAPS! (Zany Audience
Participation Skills). Vol 20, NovlDec:27.
Hamill, Tony. CLASS A CTS: Six Plays for Children.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:29.
Hayes, Jennifer Fell. Time and Tide. Vol 20,
NovlDec:27.
Heaven Help the Po 'Taters. St. John, Billy. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:29.
Hitler's Childhood. Radstrom, Niklas with translation
by Frank Gabriel Perry. Vol 20, May/Jun:40.
Holiday Dream, A. Kuester, David Allan. Vo120,
Mar/Apr:2B.
Houston, Velina Hasu. Hula Heart. Vol 20,
May/Jun:33.
Howe, Tina. East of the Sun and West of the Moon.
Vol 20, May/Jun:34.
Hula Heart. Houston, Velina Hasu. Vol 20,
May/Jun:33.
Improve With Improv! A Guide to Improvisation and
Character Development. Jones, Brie. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr: 27.
Invisible Man, The. Jenkin, Lee. Vol 20, May/Jun:34.
Jackson, R. Eugene. Ghoul School. Vol 20,
NovlDec:28.
Jenkin, Lee. Invisible Man, The. Vol 20, May/Jun:34.
Jennings, Coleman.
Theatrefor Young Audiences: 20 Great Plays
for Children. Vol 20, SeptlOct:34.
Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation
Play Project. Vol 20, May/Jun:32.
Jones, Brie. Improve With Improv! A Guide to
Improvisation and Character Development.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:27.
Just Before Sleep. Still, James. Vol 20, NovlDec:31.
Kaye, David. RUMP! The Musical. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:27.
Kelly, Tim and Bill Fancoeur. Wagon Wheels West.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:27.
Kindertransport. Samuels, Diane. Vol 20,
May/Jun:38.
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Kornhauser, Barry. Lincoln's Log. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb:27.
Koste, V. Glasgow. Chicago Gypsies, The. Vol 20,
Jan/Feb:27.
Kraus, Joanna H. Angel in the Night. Vol 20,
May/Jun:37.
Kringle's Window. Medoff, Mark. Vol 20,
May/Jun:35.
Kuester, David Allan. Holiday Dream, A. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:28.
Kushner, Tony. Bright Room Called Day, A. Vol 20,
May/Jun:39.
Ledoux, Paul. Secret Garden, The. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:32.
Legend of Pocahontas. Morris, Vera. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:29.
Lincoln's Log. Kornhauser, Barry. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:27.
Liza and the Riddling Cave: An Appalachian
Adventurefor Children. Urquhart, John. Vol 20,
NovlDec:32.
Love and Work Enough. Grant, Cynthia et. al.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:3l.
Macbethfor Kids. Burdett, Lois. Vol 20, Jan/Feb:26.
Man in the Glass Booth, The. Shaw, Robert. Vol 20,
May/Jun:39.
Mandy and the Magus. Tremblay, Brian. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:33.
Mast, Edward. Wolf Child: The Correction of
Joseph. Vol 20, Jan/Feb:28.
McCampbell, Bryan. Running Upstream. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:28.
McDonough, Jerome. USERS, an Ongoing Tragedy.
Vol 20, JanlFeb:29.
Medoff, Mark. Kringle's Window. Vol 20,
May/Jun:35.
Midsummer Night's Dream for Kids, A. Burdett,
Lois. Vol 20, Jan/Feb:26.
Millar, Judy. Basic Drama Sketches, Volume Two: A
Series ofLow-Royalty Plays for the Beginning
Teenage Actor or Actress. Vol 20, NovlDec:28.
Morris, Vera. Legend ofPocahontas. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:29.
My Best Friend is Twelve Feet High. Bolt, Carol.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:30.
Nicol, Eric. Beware the QUickly Who. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:32.
Overmeyer, Eric. Duke Kahanamoka vs. the
Surfnappers. Vol 20, May/Jun:35.
Pecos Bill's Wild West Show. Riosley, Lane. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:29.
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Radstrom, Niklas with translation by Frank Gabriel
Perry. Hitler's Childhood. Vol 20, MaylJun:40.
Rhubarb Jam. Glore, John and Silversher. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:27.
Riosley, Lane. Pecos Bill's Wild West Show. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:29.
Romeo and Julietfor Kids. Burdett, Lois. Vol 20,
JanfFeb:26.
Rubin, Janet E. Voices: Plays for Studying the
Holocaust. Vol 20, May/Jun:36.
RUMP! The Musical. Kaye, David. Vol 20,
JanfFeb:27.
Running Upstream McCampbell, Bryan. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:28.
Samuels, Diane. Kindertransport. Vol 20,
MaylJun:38.
Scanlan, Michael. Fortress (One Act). Vol 20,
NovlDec:29.
Secret Garden, The. Ledoux, Paul. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:32.
Sharrar, Jack and Craig Slaight. Great Monologues
for Young Actors: Volume II. Vol 20,
NovlDec:30.
Shaw, Robert. Man in the Glass Booth, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:39.
Shepherds of Saint Francis, The. Swortzell, Lowell.
Vol 20, NovlDec:32.
Short Tree and the Bird that Could Not Sing, The.
Foon, Dennis. Vol 20, NovlDec:26.
Slaight, Craig and Jack Sharrar. Great Monologues
for Young Actors: Volume II. Vol 20,
NovlDec:30.
Sodaro, Craig. David Copperfield. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:30.
St. John, Billy.
Dastardly Doctor Devereaux, The. Vol 20,
JanfFeb:29.
Great Ice Cream Scheme. Vol 20, JanlFeb:30.
Heaven Help the Po 'Tater. Vol 20, JanlFeb:29.
Sterling, Pamela.
Adventures of NATE the GREAT, The. Vol 20,
NovlDec:30.
Ugly Duckling, The. Vol 20, NovlDec:31.
Still, James. Just Before Sleep. Vol 20, NovlDec:31.
Stringer, Virginia Burton. Can You Hear Them
Crying? Vol 20, May/Jun:37.
Swortzell, Lowell. Shepherds of Saint Francis, The.
Vol 20, Nov/Dec: 32.
T-Money and Wolf Willmott, Kevin and Ric Averill ..
Vol 20, May/Jun:38.
T-Money and Wolf Willmott, Kevin and Ric Averill.
Vol 20, NovlDec:33.
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Taste of Sunrise, The. Zeder, Suzan. Vol 20,
NovlDec:33.
Theatrefor Young Audiences: 20 Great Plays for
Children. Jennings, Coleman. Vol 20,
SeptlOct:34.
Then and Now. Chis lett, Anne. Vol 20, May/Jun:31.
Thistle, Louis. Dramatizing Classic Poetry for
Middle and High School Students. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:30.
Time and Tide. Hayes, Jennifer Fell. Vol 20,
NovlDec:27.
Trembley, Brian. Mandy and the Magus. Vol 20,
Mar/Apr:33.
Twelfth Night for Kids. Burdett, Lois. Vol 20,
JanlFeb:26.
Ugly Duckling, The. Sterling, Pamela. Vol 20,
NovlDec:31.
Urquhart, John. Liza and the Riddling Cave: An
Appalachian Adventure for Children. Vol 20,
NovlDec:32.
USERS, an Ongoing Tragedy. McDonough, Jerome.
Vol 20, JanfFeb:29.
''IJ0.:0=" jn Rem nants. G :tEer1EpaO., H anJ<. V 0120 ,
M ay,Ot.m:39.

Voices: Plays for Studying the Holocaust. Rubin,
Janet E. Vol 20, May/Jun:36.
Wagon Wheels West. Kelly, Tim and Bill Fancoeur.
Vol 20, Mar/Apr:27.
Weller, Michael. Dogbrain. Vol 20, May/Jun:35.
Willmott, Kevin and Ric Averill. T-Money and Wolf
Vol 20, May/Jun:38.
Willmott, Kevin and Ric Averill. T-Money and Wolf
Vol 20, NovlDec:33.
Witch ofBlackbird Pond, The. York, Y. Vol 20,
May/Jun:36.
Wolf Child: The Correction ofJoseph. Mast,
Edward. Vol 20, JanlFeb:28.
York, Y. Witch of Blackbird Pond, The. Vol 20,
May/Jun:36.
ZAPS! (Zany Audience Participation Skills).
Hackbarth, Judith A. Vol 20, NovlDec:27.
Zeder, Suzan. Taste of Sunrise, The. Vol 20,
NovlDec:33.
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